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ABSTRACT 

Thin film solar cells play a vital role in the field of photovoltaic applications and energy 

conversion research. In the current scenario, Si based solar cells face certain limitations such 

as high production cost, issues with waste disposal and limited resources. These challenges 

have accelerated the investigation into low cost, nontoxic and earth abundant materials. In 

this insight, solar cells based on chalcogenides prove better performance due to their tunable 

optoelectronic properties. While copper indium gallium selenide and Cadmium telluride solar 

cells reported conversion efficiencies comparable to Si based solar cell, their scarcity of raw 

materials, toxicity and expensive deposition methods hinder their broader applications. To 

address these challenges, researchers have explored semiconductors composed of nontoxic 

constituents and earth abundant elements. Among them, Cu based compounds such as copper 

zinc tin sulfoselenide (CZTSSe), copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS) have been investigated 

recently. However, complex cation stoichiometry and structural polymorphism have limited 

the PV device performance based on these absorber layers. 

In such scenario, copper antimony sulfide chalcogenides exhibit suitable photo 

physical properties as a potential photovoltaic absorber, near ideal optical band gaps  (1.2 -

1.8 eV) with absorption coefficient ( >105 cm-1 ). Different attempts have been made recently 

to focus on the low-cost deposition of these films ranging from vapour based methods to 

solution-based deposition techniques. Additionally, transparent conductive oxides layers 

play a vital role as window layers in solar cell devices. Mainly, Cd based chalcogenide have 

been explored for the window layers. Due to Cd toxicity and production wastage of these 

films, researchers have turned to investigate on natural oxides like ZnO, InO2, SnO2. Among 

them ZnO features nontoxic, earth abundant and easily tunable optoelectronic properties. 

Sulfur anion substitution in ZnO lattice makes the effort for easy tuning of the optical band 

gap and electrical properties, helping to solve the major limitation of p-n junction i.e., 

conduction band offset. Among solution-based deposition techniques, ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis deposition is a low cost, large area compatible and low chemical wastage method. 

Using the application of ultrasonic generator, the solvent is atomized into finely tuned spray 

droplets directed to heated substrates via carrier gas.  
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In this thesis, a systematic analysis of structural, chemical, and optoelectronic 

properties of the window and absorber layers using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis was explored. 

All films were deposited at ambient condition and exposed to conventional vacuum annealing 

to enhance the properties of the deposited films. Initially ZnO, Zn (O, S), Sb2S3 and copper 

antimony sulfide thin films were deposited, and various characterization techniques were 

employed for the analysis. During the deposition highly oriented hexagonal ZnO and Zn (O, 

S), orthorhombic Sb2S3 and two unique phase of copper antimony sulfide: cubic Cu12Sb4S13 

and orthorhombic CuSbS2 thin films were successfully deposited. In addition, the theoretical 

simulation of the respective materials using First principles calculations using density 

functional theory were employed, including density of states, electronic band diagram, 

phonon dispersion and optical spectra. Finally, heterojunction  devices were fabricated using 

the ZnO/Zn (O, S) as window layer and copper antimony sulfide absorber layers, all 

deposited by ultrasonic spray coating, for PV and photodetector applications. The results 

demonstrate the scope of this thesis in relation  to  the development of photovoltaic structures 

and photodetectors using low toxic-materials obtained through a simple, cost-effective large 

area compatible process.  
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RESUMEN 

Las celdas solares de películas delgadas desempeñan un papel vital en el campo de las 

aplicaciones fotovoltaicas y la investigación de conversión de energía. En el escenario actual, 

las celdas solares basadas en Si enfrentan ciertas limitaciones, como el alto costo de 

producción, problemas con la eliminación de desechos y recursos limitados. Estos retos han 

acelerado la investigación de materiales de bajo costo, no tóxicos y abundantes en la tierra. 

En esta idea, las celdas solares basadas en calcogenuros demuestran un mejor rendimiento 

debido a sus propiedades optoelectrónicas ajustables. Si bien las celdas solares de seleniuro 

de cobre-indio- galio y telururo de cadmio reportaron eficiencias de conversión comparables 

a las celdas solares basadas en Si, su escasez de materias primas, toxicidad y costosos 

métodos de deposición evitan que se tengan mayor aplicación. Para abordar estos retos, los 

investigadores han explorado semiconductores compuestos de componentes no tóxicos y 

elementos abundantes en la tierra. Entre ellos, recientemente se han investigado compuestos 

a base de Cu como sulfoseleniuro de estaño, cobre y zinc (CZTS). Sin embargo, la 

estequiometría catiónica compleja y el polimorfismo estructural han limitado el rendimiento 

del dispositivo fotovoltaico basado en estas capas absorbedoras. 

En tal escenario, los calcogenuros de sulfuro de antimonio de cobre exhiben propiedades 

fotofísicas adecuadas como un potencial material absorbedor fotovoltaico, tales como una 

brecha de energía ideal (1.2 - 1.8 eV), y un alto coeficiente de absorción óptica  ( >105 cm-1 

). Recientemente se han hecho diferentes intentos para centrarse en la deposición de bajo 

costo de estas películas que van desde métodos basados en vapor hasta técnicas de deposición 

basadas en soluciones. Además, las capas transparentes de óxidos conductores desempeñan 

un papel vital como capas de ventanas en dispositivos de celdas solares. Principalmente, se 

han explorado calcogenuros basados en Cd para las capas de ventanas. Debido a la toxicidad 

del Cd y el desperdicio de producción de estas películas, los investigadores han recurrido a 

la investigación de óxidos naturales como ZnO, InO2, SnO2. Entre ellos, el ZnO presenta 

buenas propiedades optoelectronicas que son facilmente ajustables, ademas de abundancia 

en la tierra y baja toxicidad de sus elementos precursores.  

. La sustitución de aniones de azufre en la red de ZnO hace el esfuerzo para facilitar 

el ajuste de la banda prohibida óptica y las propiedades eléctricas, ayudando a resolver la 

limitación principal de la unión pn, es decir, el desplazamiento de la banda de conducción. 
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Entre las técnicas de deposición basadas en soluciones, la deposición por pirólisis por 

pulverización ultrasónica es un método de bajo costo, compatible con grandes áreas ademas 

de que es un método de bajos residuos químicos. Usando la aplicación de un generador 

ultrasónico, el solvente se atomiza en gotas de pulverización finamente ajustadas dirigidas a 

sustratos calentados a través de gas portador.  

En esta tesis, se ha sintetizado un análisis sistemático de las propiedades estructurales, 

químicas y optoelectrónicas de las capas ventana y absorbedor mediante pirólisis por 

pulverización ultrasónica. Todas las películas se depositaron en condiciones ambientales y 

se fueron sometidas a tratamientos térmicos en vacío  para mejorar las propiedades de las 

películas depositadas. Inicialmente se depositaron películas delgadas de ZnO, Zn (O, S), 

Sb2S3 y sulfuro de antimonio y cobre, y se emplearon diversas técnicas de caracterización 

para el análisis. Durante la deposición hexagonal altamente orientada de peliculas delgadas 

de  ZnO y Zn (O, S), se depositaron con éxito películas delgadas ortorrómbicas Sb2S3  y dos 

fases únicas de sulfuro de antimonio de cobre: Cu12Sb4S13 cúbico y CuSbS2 ortorrómbico. 

Además, se empleó la simulación teórica de los respectivos materiales utilizando cálculos de 

los primeros principios utilizando la teoría del funcional de la densidad, incluida la densidad 

de estados, el diagrama de bandas electrónicas, la dispersión de fonones y los espectros 

ópticos. Finalmente, los dispositivos de heterounión se fabricaron utilizando el ZnO / Zn (O, 

S) como capa de ventana y capas absorbedoras de sulfuro de antimonio y cobre, todas 

depositadas por recubrimiento por pulverización ultrasónica, para aplicaciones fotovoltaicas 

y fotodetectores. Los resultados demuestran el alcance de esta tesis en relación con el 

desarrollo de estructuras fotovoltaicas y fotodetectores utilizando materiales de baja 

toxicidad obtenidos a través de un proceso sencillo, de bajo costo y compatible para realizar 

en  grandes áreas.  
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Chapter 1 

Thin Film Solar Cells 

1.1. Introduction  

Energy harnessing is a set of processes in which energy is converted from environmental or 

mechanical sources to usable forms such as electrical energy. Mainly, the sources are divided 

into two categories: non-renewable (exhaustible and polluting) and renewable (inexhaustible 

and non-polluting) resources. According to research, the consumption of resources has a 

severe  impact on economic growth, but polluting emissions do pose a threat to nature. At 

the same time, overconsumption and the prolonged reliability of  natural resources affect the 

economy's status [1]. The solution to this problem is the replacement of non-renewable 

resources with renewable sources. The major renewable resources are solar, wind, 

hydropower, tidal, geothermal, and biomass energies. The energy from these sources is either 

used directly or stored in a storage device. Energy harnessing using photovoltaics is a single-

step conversion process to generate electrical energy from solar radiation. 

1.2. Photovoltaics 

 The mechanism includes the following steps: 

▪ The radiation is being absorbed by a material (absorbers), which excites the material 

from its ground state to its excited state, creating electron-hole pairs. 

▪ The electron-hole pairs are swept in different directions because of the charge diffusion.  

▪ The photogenerated holes and electrons at two collecting electrodes dissipating energy 

at a load. 

▪ The combination of a negative-positive charge pair at the anode returns the absorber to 

the ground state. 

The incident photons from the sun can be mapped in a solar spectrum depending on latitude, 

atmospheric conditions, the position of the earth (apogee and perigee), wavelength etc. 

1.3. History of photovoltaics 

Light – electric current conversion basically defined by photovoltaic effect was observed by 

French physicist Alexandre Edmond Becquerel in 1839, while experimenting an electrolyte 
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and metal electrode. He observed a spike in the conductance under illumination. Later 1873, 

Willoughby Smith recorded selenium can be effectively utilized to convert illuminated 

radiation to electric current. The most intriguing part comes after the discovery of William 

G Adams illuminating a junction with selenium and platinum, recorded better performance 

than from predecessors. Amongst all the discoveries, the generation of charge carrier from 

photons was well achieved on the material defined as semiconductors. When a light 

illuminated on a semiconductor with appropriate optical band gap, the radiation is absorbed 

by the material and converted to charge carriers, finally extracted to external contacts. 

The most intriguing part of semiconductor component production is the material used in 

manufacturing. Silicon (Si), an elemental semiconductor that is abundant, cheap, and 

nontoxic. Si possesses an optical band gap of 1.12 eV, and its electrical conductivity could 

be tailored by the doping process. The thermal conductivity value proves that Si is an 

adequate material to transfer heat generated inside the circuits. The feasibility of engineering 

silicon films to possess various electrical properties helps them to integrate, providing 

isolation and lower capacitance in Integrated chips (ICs). Natural silicon crystals were 

melted, purified to 99.999999999% purity, and finally grown into ingots using the 

Czochralski technique. The ingots are cut into slices called wafers and the wafers with a 

thickness of microns (10-6) to nanometers (10-9) were used to produce the components for the 

ICs. Si technology based solar cells can produce high power conversion efficiency by 

optimizing the device structure design, and optoelectronic properties, and lowering the 

recombination losses and resistance of the electrodes. Among the Si-based solar cells,  

passivated emitter rear solar cell (PERC), interdigitated back contact cell (IBC), 

heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer cell (HIT) reached maximum efficiency of 23.3 %, 25 

% and  23.5 % respectively so far [2,3]. 

 Although Si has a lot of advantages, it still faces many drawbacks. They are highly 

sensitive to electrostatic discharges in circuits and radiation, and they poorly respond to the 

high-frequency range. An unfavorable amount of heat is generated on high power switching, 

causing shortened life cycles. The thickness must be sufficient (between 200 – 500 in 

microns) to generate its intrinsic optoelectronic properties. Also, expensive toxic substances 

are used in the manufacturing and purifying processes. These are all the reasons that make 
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researchers revisit and divert their focus to different elements and compounds for 

photovoltaics and other optoelectronic applications. Even if we acknowledge profoundly the 

history of the technology reaped, we need to focus on addressing the paramount challenge of 

modern life, which drives toward harnessing and providing efficient and clean energy. 

1.4. Thin film solar cells 

1.4.1. Thin Films 

Thin films are materials that possess tunable chemical and physical properties apart from 

their bulk, arising mainly from the variation of thickness ranging from micrometers to 

nanometers. The thickness difference can influence the optical and electronic properties, The 

surface-to-volume ratio of thin films is higher compared to bulk leading to affect many 

chemical activities such as catalysis, adsorption, and diffusion.  

Thin films deposition and formation via the nucleation growth process, mainly follow three 

steps [4]: 

▪ Incorporation of atomic/molecular/ionic species and their transport through a medium 

towards a fixed substrate where chemical species lose the velocity component towards 

the normal of substrates and absorbed on the surface. 

▪ Formation of clusters depending upon the thermal equilibrium between surface and 

adsorbed species leads to chemisorbed, stable nuclei that have critical grain sizes. 

▪ To reduce the surface energy, the nuclei start to coalesce with each other which defines 

as the agglomeration stage depending on the substrate temperature, thermal diffusion, 

rate of adsorption/desorption etc. 

▪ The rate of coalescence leads to a continuous, holes and boundaries filled network type 

structure leading to the formation of thin films.  

The anisotropic or isotropic growth can take place in normal or parallel to the substrates 

depending on nucleation density. The re-nucleation of nuclei at the surface led to layered 

structures which eventually grows to a thin film.  

There are different techniques used to deposit thin films and they are mainly characterized 

by two: vapor and solution-based techniques. Vapor deposition techniques are further 
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classified into physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). 

Classification of various thin film deposition methods are shown in Figure 1.0.  

 

 

Figure 1.0 Schematics of various thin film deposition techniques. 
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1.4.2. Thin Film Photovoltaics 

A conventional photovoltaic or solar cell is a solid-state electronic device that 

employs a p-n semiconductor junction. In a thin film solar cell, different materials can be 

used to form a p-n junction to convert the incident radiation to electrical energy. Among 

them,  

1) Absorber materials are capable of undergoing absorption-caused excited states, which are 

formed by photons with energy that lie within the solar spectrum. The excited states that are 

generated must be mobile or excitons that are capable of dissociating into free electrons and 

free holes. Absorber materials could be organic or inorganic semiconductors, dye molecules, 

or quantum dots.  

2) Window/Buffer layers enable better admittance of incident radiation to the junction 

possessing wide band gap and comparable refractive index to reduce the optical losses. 

Effective charge transfer can be guaranteed on the suitable band alignment with absorber 

material. In addition, an antireflection substance is used as an optical impedance matching 

medium to couple light into the structure of the solar cell in an effective manner. Plasmonic 

materials including metals and photonic materials, such as insulators, semiconductors, and 

metals, are used as optical components to control scattering, reflection, interference, and 

diffraction, thereby influencing the optical electric field and, consequently, the absorption 

distribution within the absorber.  

3) Cell electrodes are conductive materials that provide ohmic contacts which are necessary 

for transporting current from the cell to the external load with minimal voltage loss. As 

contact electrodes, metals, or transparent conducting oxides (also known as TCOs) are 

normally utilized, the electrical and optical loss caused by these materials must be minimized 

[5]. 

In general, the photovoltaic effect in thin film solar cells is originated from: 

1) Presence of electric field: The absorption of electromagnetic radiation is modeled by Beer- 

Lambert law while the recombination of charge carrier is taken by the S-R-H mechanism 

together with the difference in the work function of contact arises a built-in electric field. The 
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charge carrier accelerates under an electric field, so an effective field sweeps the 

photogenerated charge carriers toward the contacts. 

2) Presence of effective force field: The origin of drift and diffusion current, defined by the 

hole – electron current density reveals a change in  hole – electron affinities that give rise to 

corresponding hole-electron effective force fields. The hole – electron effective force field 

has a significant role in carrier transport at bulk as well as on interface. 

3)The diffusion of charge carriers: The difference in the electron and hole mobilities gives 

rise to inhomogeneous distribution or gradient throughout the materials. The photogenerated 

charge carriers chose the gradient as transport influence thereby the diffusion coefficient of 

the carriers increases. However, the diffusion-assisted photovoltaic effect is insignificant 

because of the non-directional charge transport. Thus, solar cells are designed in a way to 

have a built-in electrostatic field, and effective force fields. 

A thin film solar cell is designed on layer-by-layer regions with donor-acceptor 

regions separated for carrier diffusion which is in the order of nanometers. The donor-

acceptor interfacial areas permit the charge carrier separation within the induced effective 

field leading to better charge carrier extraction. The incident photon is absorbed and the 

photogenerated carriers need to be collected at the opposite electrodes otherwise the carriers 

get trapped in the donor or acceptor domain and recombined. Thus, poor charge transfer 

through layers with imbalanced charge carrier mobility contributes to the lowering of the 

efficiency of solar cells [6]. Initially in the 1960, a Schottky junction was proposed for solar 

cell structure which was reported lower than 0.1% efficiency [7]. Later towards the end of 

the 20th century, heterojunction solar cells achieved a power conversion efficiency higher 

than 10% and the latest record efficiency of 30% as given in Figure 1.1 by NREL labs. 
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Figure 1.1 Research cell efficiencies NREL labs, USA  https://www.nrel.gov/PV/cell-

efficiency.html. (Accessed on 31 July 2023) 

1.4.3 Solar Cell Characteristics  

 

Figure 1.2 Equivalent circuit of solar cell with photo current source IL, diode current ID, shunt 

and series resistances (Rsh and RS). 

The equivalent current – voltage characteristics of a solar cell ( Figure 1.2 ) defined on the 

parameters, are given as follows: The maximum current surpass through circuit when the end 

terminals are shorted is defined as short circuit current ( Isc ) and current per area is current 

density ( Jsc ). While the terminals are open, then the maximum voltage extracted from the 

https://www.nrel.gov/pv/cell-efficiency.html
https://www.nrel.gov/pv/cell-efficiency.html
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circuit is defined as open circuit voltage ( Voc ). Voc gives an idea of the Fermi energy 

separation at the equilibrium stage of electron hole generation. 

The ratio of output electrical power ( Pout ) over input power ( Pin ) is defined as efficiency ( 

η ) of the solar cell device shown in equation ( 1 ), 

                                      η =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃 𝑖𝑛
 =  

𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐼𝑠𝑐𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑖𝑛
                                 (1)  

Where fill factor (FF) defines as the output power to ideal power ratio. Fill factor calculated 

by the equation (2) as follows. 

                      𝐹𝐹 =  
𝑉𝑚𝐼𝑚

𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐼𝑠𝑐

                                                   (2) 

The I-V characteristics of solar cell consist of shunt (Rsh) and series (Rs) resistances depicted 

in Figure 1.1 is represented in equation (3) given below: 

                     𝐼 = 𝐼𝐿 −  𝐼0 [exp [
𝑒

𝑛𝐾𝑇
(𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅𝑠)] − 1 ] − 

𝑉+𝐼𝑅𝑠

𝑅𝑠ℎ
                             (3) 

Where Io is the reverse saturation current and n is the diode factor.  

1.4.4. Dye sensitized solar cells 

Dye-sensitized thin film solar cells ( DSSC ) convert solar radiation into electricity 

with the aid of a sensitizer that uses synthetic or natural dyes [8]. The principle of operation 

of a dye-synthesized solar cell is as follows: the dye molecule absorbs incident photons and 

generates excited electrons. Excited electrons are transferred from the conduction band to the 

nano porous semiconductor using a sensitizer. Then, using an anode or working electrode, 

electrons are extracted towards a load, where electrical energy is collected, while a cathode 

or counter electrode dissipates an electron, completing the circuit [9]. The development of a 

solar cell with an efficiency of 7.1% by Oregan and Gratzel in 1991 was a pivotal moment 

in the history of DSSC. DSSCs are a prospective substitute for Si solar cells owing to their 

inexpensive manufacturing costs, simple structure, and easily accessible ingredients. Their 

current power conversion efficiency is recorded of 13.6% with triazatruxene based sensitizers 

[10,11].  
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1.4.5. Perovskite solar cells 

Perovskite solar cells ( PSCs ) have recently attracted a great deal of interest due to 

their increasing power conversion efficiency ( PCE ), facile manufacturing, and inexpensive 

material components. Perovskites have a basic crystal structure represented by the formula 

ABX3, in which the species A and B are cations and X acts as an anion. The reported  

optoelectronic properties have high carrier mobility( >4 cm2/Vs ), absorption coefficient 

(>105 cm-1), and moderate recombination losses [12,13]. In these types of solar cells, the 

excitons generated in the perovskite absorber shift from high concentrations to low 

concentrations as they diffuse their way to the donor/acceptor ( D/A ) interface. This process 

is known as the diffusive process. At the D/A interface, charge carriers undergo dissociation 

to generate free charges. The electrons reach the cathode via an electron transport layer [14]. 

In 2009, Miyasaka et al. demonstrated the first perovskite solar cell with an efficiency of 

3.81%. Since then, the efficiency of PSCs ( FTO/MAPbI3/Spiro OMeTAD/Ag )has increased 

to 26.8%  [15] because of numerous startling developments. However, there are several 

limitations that impede the commercialization of PSCs, such as their low structural stability 

and the fact that they are particularly sensitive to environments including water, heat, and 

oxygen. In addition, the difficulty of covering large areas and the use of toxic substances 

such as lead [16] are other major concerns. 

1.5. Thin Film Chalcogenide solar cells 

The increasing demands for novel device properties and applications have stipulated the thin 

films researchers led to the investigation of chalcogenide compounds. Chalcogenides thin films 

were employed in various devices like solar cells, lasers, ultraviolet light emitters, spin 

functional devices, microelectronics, optical and magnetic wave devices. In this thesis, 

focuses on the application of chalcogenides in thin film solar cells. Chalcogenide thin films 

are defined as compounds containing at least one of the VI group elements (sulfur ( S ), selenium 

( Se ) and tellurium ( Te )).  Initially pilot production of thin films with low-cost fabrication 

methods and better absorption of incident light led to the investigation on binary and ternary 

thin films.   
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1.5.1. Cadmium Telluride  

Cadmium telluride based solar cell is a highly competitive thin-film PV technology on the 

global market. Some of the most important features of CdTe as a photovoltaic material are 

its direct bandgap of 1.45 eV, high absorption coefficient, and chemical stability [17–19]. 

Production of the first CdTe solar cells began in 1972, owing to the initiatives of Bonet and 

Rabenhorst. The CdS/CdTe heterojunction was made using a three-step process, and its 

efficiency was 6% [20]. High-temperature CdTe deposition, CdCl2 activation treatment, Cu 

doping, etc. have been used to boost the efficiency of CdTe-based solar cells, resulting in a 

conversion efficiency of 15%. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory's Wu et al. [21] 

achieved a 16.5% improvement in efficiency. Over the past five years, the efficiency of CdTe 

solar cells has increased dramatically by implementing novel methods such as bandgap 

grading and copper embedding. As a consequence of the redesign, productivity and power 

conversion efficiencies increased by 21.2% [22]. However, cadmium toxicity and scarcity 

are two of the most pressing issues which turn the attention to materials composed of 

abundant and low toxic elements. 

1.5.2. Copper indium gallium sulfo-selenide ( CIGS ) 

Copper indium gallium selenide, typically referred to as CIGS or Cu (InGa)Se2, is a very 

promising material for solar applications due to its high absorption coefficient (105 cm -1), 

direct optical bandgap of 1-1.2 eV [23]. These characteristics make CIGS an excellent 

candidate to use in photovoltaic devices. In 1980, Mickelsen and Chen fabricated a cell using 

a CdS/CuInSe2 heterojunction using thermal evaporation, which led to a cell having an 

efficiency of 5.7%. In CIGS, the bandgap aligned with the solar spectrum by 

substituting  Ga for  indium [24–28]. Due to the intrinsic band bending and Fermi position 

alignment in CIS, the CIS-based cell exhibited a high Jsc [29].  Subsequently, numerous 

reported analysis showed enhanced CIS-based cell efficiency, resulting in the production of 

solar cells with 12.2% conversion efficiencies [23]. Due to the possibility of bandgap 

engineering by grading the composition in CIGS, CIS has been replaced with CIGS. In 

tetragonal CIGS, which has lattice parameter c/a ratio of 2, lattice distortion occurs because 

of the presence of In-Se, Cu-Se, and Ga-Se bonds. Thereby CIGS can absorb most of the 
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radiation within just one millimeter of its thickness, and the amount of material needed to 

fabricate devices out of CIGS can be drastically reduced by only requiring a layer of thickness 

less than 1 μm. Sequential deposition, co-evaporation, and ambient atmospheric conditions 

are viable to deposit CIGS [30].   

In 1976, Kazmerski et al. successfully fabricated the first solar cell based on CIGS 

with a conversion efficiency of 4.5 % to 12.5 % [31]. Currently, the efficiency of CIGS-based 

cells has increased to over 20 % through enhancements to the absorber-buffer interface, 

optimizations of the window layer, and new deposition methods etc. The maximum CIGS 

solar- cell efficiency has been measured in the lab to be 23.5 % [32]. Scarcity and toxicity of 

the components create a shortage and health issues on fabrication of CdTe and CIGS solar 

cells. Compared to silicon based solar cells the economic feasibility on large scale production 

and fabrication methods reported is a growing concern with telluride, indium, and germanium 

availability. 

1.6. Emerging Chalcogenide thin films for Photovoltaics 

1.6.1. Copper zinc tin sulfo selenide  

 Cu2ZnSnS (CZTS) is a quaternary p-type semiconductor that shows a direct bandgap of 

about 1.5 eV, a carrier concentration that is comparable to that of CIGS, and a significant 

absorption coefficient of order 104 cm-1 at wavelengths in the visible spectrum and p-type 

conductivity that can be achieved due to the presence of intrinsic defects, such as copper 

vacancies [33–35]. CZTS photovoltaic devices have the potential to attain an efficiency of 

28 % in compliance with the Shockley-Queisser limit [36–38].  

Katagiri et al. developed a sputtering procedure that resulted in the production of 

CZTS solar cells with an efficiency of 0.66 % [39]. In a later work, Shin used vacuum 

processing to obtain an efficiency of 8.4 % [40]. Recent studies have shown that 

incorporating Se into CZTS results in an alloy known as Cu2ZnSn (SxSe1-x)4 (CZTSSe). The 

modification in the S/Se ratio causes both the structural and optoelectronic characteristics of 

the compound  [41,42][43]. The best efficiency that has been recorded so far for a CZTSSe 

solar cell is 12.6 % [44]. Cation disorder defects are the most significant issues that impact 
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the efficiency of CZTS cells. These defects  lower open circuit voltage and hence the solar 

cell efficiency [45]. 

1.6.2. Copper tin sulfide /selenide (Cu-Sn-S/Se) 

Among ternary chalcogenides,  I-IV-VI group elements are widely explored due to their high 

absorption coefficient ( >105 cm-1 ), intrinsic p-type conductivity and tunable optical band 

gap ranging from 0.9 -1.7  eV [46,47]. Amidst,  copper tin sulfide (CTS) thin films have been 

investigated for their photovoltaic application rendering unique optoelectronic properties on 

solar cells initially reported a 0.11 % power conversion efficiency in 1987 by Fakolujo et al. 

[48]. Recently, up to 6.7 % efficiency has been achieved on CTS solar cells and a theoretical 

power conversion efficiency of 30 % hence further studies have been intensified on CTS 

solar cells [49]. Apart from the photovoltaic application, CTS thin films were reported as 

effective photoactive materials such as photodetectors and photocatalysis and dye-

synthesized solar cells [50–53]. The major deposition techniques for the fabrication of CTS 

thin films are based on chemical solution method such as solvothermal, spin coating, 

chemical bath deposition and electrodeposition to produce nanosized and porous films with 

high surface area [50,52,54,55]. At the same time copper tin selenide thin films have been 

investigated for their tunable optical band gap in the range of 0.8-1.1 eV, high absorption 

coefficient ( 104-105 cm-1 ) with electron and hole mobilities of the values 10 cm2V-1s-1  [56–

59]. 

1.6.3.  Antimony sulfide   

Antimony sulfide ( Sb2S3 ) has gained popularity as an absorber material due to its earth-

abundant, low toxicity, and long-term stability [60]. It exhibits desirable characteristics, such 

as optimum bandgap ( 1.5–1.7 eV ), a high absorption coefficient ( > 105 cm-1 ), and inherent 

p-type semi conductivity [61].  As a result, Sb2S3 can potentially be utilized in a wide variety 

of optoelectronic applications, including thin films, nanoparticles, and nanostructures. 

 Bera et al. fabricated the Sb2S3 thin film on spiro- OMeTAD photodiode with a photo 

response time of less than 25 milliseconds results in self-powered low visible light 

photodetector [60]. One-dimensional Sb2S3 nanostructures were synthesized by solvothermal 

approach, and these nanostructures display strong photocatalytic activity for the breakdown 
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of methyl orange [60]. the exceptional optoelectronic characteristics of Sb2S3 make it a 

possible candidate for application as an absorber material  junction or tandem solar cells [60]. 

Seok group has succeeded in achieving a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 7.5 % using 

sensitized Sb2S3/TiO2/FTO/Glass configuration [62]. To improve the efficiency of the 

device, a significant amount of work has been put in, with the primary emphasis being placed 

on the development of new synthesis methods for producing high-quality Sb2S3. The 

approaches used include chemical bath deposition, solution deposition, fast thermal 

evaporation, atomic layer deposition, thermal evaporation. For instance, by utilizing 

chemical bath deposition, the efficiency of an Sb2S3 solar cell was enhanced from 2.56% to 

5.5% [63–65]. Song et al. generated a thin layer of high-quality Sb2S3 by using rapid thermal 

evaporation ( RTE ), which resulted in a power conversion efficiency of 5.4% [66]. Another 

vacuum method was atomic layer deposition, which produced a PCE of 5.77% [67].  

1.6.4. Silver antimony sulfoselenides 

Among the chalcogenides, silver-based chalcogenides are explored due to their 

nontoxicity, earth abundant, low thermal conductivity and tunable optoelectronic band gap 

which are favorable for thermoelectric and photovoltaic applications [68],  Optoelectronic 

applications can be engineered using by doping to increase the carrier concentration, 

mobility, conductivity etc [69]. AgSbSe2 and AgSbS2  are reported with p type conductivity 

with band gap in the range of 0.93 – 1.6 eV [70–72]. The device application in solar cells 

was first investigated on chemical bath deposited Sb2S3 onto which Ag evaporated layers 

closed with selenium films [73]. Using insitu gas solid reaction approach solar cell device 

with configuration TiO2/AgSbS2/Au obtained an enhanced external quantum efficiency 

(EQE) of 15% was reported [74].  The dye sensitized AgSbS2 liquid junction solar cells 

showed, 1.3 % PCE [75,76]. A systematic control over Se/S ratio on chemical bath 

synthesized AgSbS2-xSex thin film absorber achieved a maximum efficiency of 4.2 % [77]. 

1.6.5. Cu-Sb-S thin films: Promising candidates for thin film photovoltaics 

Copper antimony sulfide ( Cu-Sb-S ) belongs to a family of I-V-VI group-type 

semiconductors. Different phases of Cu-Sb-S compounds have been known with  distinct 

optical and electrical properties that arise from their crystalline structures and atomic 
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compositions [78].  Most of them have optimal band gaps for sunlight absorption and hence 

high device efficiency. The family of ternary Cu–Sb-chalcogenides offer a rich selection of 

potential candidates for earth- abundant low toxic photovoltaic ( PV ) absorber materials 

[79]. Moreover,  a high absorption coefficient  > 105 cm-1 is another distinguishing feature of 

Cu-Sb-S compounds [80]. Different Cu-Sb-S ternary phases are identified in a phase diagram 

given in Figure 1.3.  In general, monoclinic, orthorhombic, cubic, and tetragonal possesses 

with covalently bonded planar structure connected by Van der Wall’s force arise from the 

high lone pair density [79]. And the main contributors to the lone pair electron densities are 

from Sb (III) ions which can block a binding direction. From Figure 1.3 the Cu-Sb-S phases 

are mapped so closely that the temperature, composition, and chemical reaction highly 

influence the stability and formation of the phases. The copper-antimony- sulfide compounds 

exist in four phases viz. CuSbS2 ( chalcostibite ), Cu3SbS4 ( fematinite), Cu3SbS3 (skinnerite) 

and Cu12Sb4S13 (tetrahedrite). From the elemental composition of copper antimony sulfide 

compounds, the phase diagram exhibits all major four phases aligned close to each other. The 

reported phases possess different optoelectronic properties depending on varied composition 

present in the compounds. 
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Figure 1.3.  Phase diagram of the Cu-Sb-S system (Reprinted permission[81] J. Alloys 

Compd. 694 (2017) 132–135. https://doi.org/10.1016/J.JALLCOM.2016.09.307) 

The experimental evaluation of the behavior of four phases and the temperature dependence 

on the phase stability were reported [82,83]. The Cu-Sb-S phases (monoclinic, orthorhombic, 

cubic, and tetragonal) have high optical absorption with optical band gap lying at 1.1 -1.7 eV 

which is essentially required for PV absorber materials [84,85].  Both physical and chemical 

methods have been implemented for deposition for Cu-Sb-S thin films of different phases. 

This thesis work mainly focuses on tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13) and chalcostibite (CuSbS2) 

phases of copper antimony sulfide. The following section summarizes synthesis and 

characterization of copper antimony sulfide thin films on the photovoltaic and photodetector 

applications. 

1.6.5.1. Tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13) 

Cu12Sb4S13 poses a unique structure with a metal to semiconductor transition around 85 K 

attributed to the structural transition from cubic to tetragonal [86,87]. Cu12Sb4S13 poses a non-

centrosymmetric cubic space group I43m (217) and reported feature of tetrahedrite crystals 
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is attributed to the copper occupancies bonded to sulfur atoms and Sb localized lone pair 

[88]. This bond forms a trigonal plane, which favors an anisotropic atomic motion of atoms 

perpendicular to triagonal plane. This anisotropic motion of atoms favors the low lattice 

thermal conductivity and phonon scattering in tetrahedrites [89,90]. Mainly, tetrahedrite 

phase is explored for thermoelectric properties due its low dislocation density, high band 

degeneracy and low thermal conductivity suitable for thermoelectric applications [91–94]. 

Mechanical, physical as well as chemical methods have been implemented on the 

synthesis of Cu12Sb4S13 compounds. Bulk Cu12Sb4S13 powders were synthesized using 

mechanical alloying and ball milling method. Among the reported methods, mechanical 

alloying and ball milling have been focused to synthesize Cu12Sb4S13 in its bulk powder form, 

mainly for thermoelectric applications [91–93]. Only a few multistage processes have been 

known for thin film deposition. One method was electron beam evaporation of pellets made 

of ball milled powder on the bulk compound pre-synthesized by mechanical alloying.   

Another method was a two-stage process of radio frequency (RF) sputtered Cu-Sb layers 

followed by sulfur vaporization at 140 C. On glass substrates, good quality thin films were 

formed by annealing Sb2S3/CuS stacked layers deposited by physical vapor deposition 

[93,95]. Further, solution-based deposition techniques such as spin coating, hot injection and 

drop casting were also used to obtain the tetrahedrite thin films.  A separate stock solution of 

Cu/Sb powder mixed with S in hydrazine (highly toxic) was made, from which Cu-Sb-S 

precursor solution to form spin coated films. The precursor solution was prepared on nitrogen 

filled glovebox with water and N2 kept under 1ppm. During preheating the substrate, the 

hydrazine solution was deposited on the substrate where the reacting agents react with 

precursor solution during spin coating, forming the thin films [96]. A similar approach was 

done using thermolysis of Cu-Sb thiocarbonate solutions or Cu-Sb xanthates to deposit 

Cu12Sb4S13 thin films. The precursor decomposition of a mixture of bis(O-

ethylxanthato)copper(II) and tris(O-ethylxanthato)antimony(III) with  tuning of copper and 

antimony xanthates molar ratio produced single-phases of either chalcostibite or tetrahedrite 

were obtained [97]. 
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Figure 1.4. PV device using Cu12Sb4S13 hole transport layer[98] 

By drop casting metal xanthates as precursor, mesoporous  Cu12Sb4S13 thin films  with band 

gap of 1.7 eV and their transient absorption spectra with broad absorption towards higher 

wavelength signified better electron injection in the interfaces [99]. The charge 

recombination kinetics (difference in optical density, versus time profile) in tetrahedrite 

revealed long-lived charge separation (lifetime in the range of 1 ms–10 ms) that is well-suited 

to use as light absorbers in semiconductor-sensitized solar cells.  

Among solution based techniques, spray pyrolysis is a cost-efficient and 

environmentally benign deposition technique that produces uniform and homogenous thin 

films[79,100,101]. Panitee et al. demonstrated a photo electrocatalytic device using doped 

In3+ on Cu12Sb4S13 thin film with porous morphology using perfume atomizer [102]. Ternary 

chalcogenide–Cu12Sb4S13 thin films were fabricated by adding anhydrous copper (II) into the 

stock solution of antimony (III) sulfide dissolved in methanol:  as sources of Cu2+, Sb3+ and 

S2- ions, respectively. On In3+ doping, optical band gap was reduced. Thus, in the literature, 

despite the evaluation of optical and thermoelectric properties Cu12Sb4S13 thin films formed 

by different methods, a systematic analysis of their optoelectronic properties and their device 

applications are yet to be accomplished.  
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1.6.5.2. Chalcostibite (CuSbS2) 

CuSbS2 has been suggested as a promising absorber material due to its high 

absorption coefficient (>105 cm-1), near ideal band gap (1.4-1.6 eV) and possess an intrinsic 

p-type semi conductivity, comparable properties as that of CIGS[103]. Copper antimony 

sulfide (CuSbS2) exists in orthorhombic structure with space group 62. The material is 

studied for the stability and charge transport properties to form interface structures[95].  The 

copper vacancies in the lattice act as shallow defects with the lowest formation energy as 

reported to be ionized rapidly and generate hole carriers leading to the intrinsic p type semi 

conductivity[104].  

Several deposition methods have been widely implemented for the fabrication of 

nanocrystals and thin films for photovoltaic and photodetector application. Adam W. Welch 

et al. reported the RF magnetron sputtering of the self-regulated growth of CuSbS2 with 

improved optoelectronic properties [105]. Shi et al. reported fabrication of CuSbS2 with 

particle size of 25 nm using solvothermal method and the films showed an optical band gap 

of 1.45 eV. The controlled formation mechanism was based on the chelating and reducing 

agents with expense of reactants [81]. Liu et al. studied quantum dot sensitized solar cell 

using CuSbS2 films with 1.3 eV optical band gap and particle size of 15 nm formed via hot 

injection method [78].  

Chemical bath deposition (CBD) was used for CuSbS2 thin film fabrication. CBD is 

a suitable option for the growth of affordable, large-area thin films for solar applications. In 

a typical chemical bath deposition, the substrates retained within the bath containing cations 

and anions to form the thin films [106,107]. Chemical bath deposition is a wet chemical 

process where precursor chemicals react on substrate surfaces. Most of the reported crystal 

growth is amorphous in nature and re-crystallize in post thermal treatments. At higher 

annealing temperatures, can result in an increase in carrier concentration or a copper 

deficiency.  Carrie L. McCarthy et. al reported CuSbS2 thin films from annealing  Cu2S and 

Sb2S3 binary phase by spin coating using thiol-amine mixtures by varying  deposition 

temperatures [108]. Like CBD, spin coating is a simple and cost-effective method for 

depositing thin films on flat substrates [109].  
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Only a few reports are available in the literature related to spray deposition of CuSbS2 

for photovoltaic and photodetector applications [110–113]. Thin films of TiO2 and CuSbS2 

were spray deposited and evaluated the performance of a 3D solar cell comprising TCO, 

dense TiO2, and CuSbS2 sandwiched between layers of graphite. However, the photovoltaic 

response of the cells was severely dampened by the existence of an impure Sb2S3 phase and 

a porous structure [100]. The optical bandgap value for all the films deposited under different 

conditions were found to be between 1.15 and 1.7 eV [110]. Using  precursor solutions 

containing SbCl3, CuCl2, CS(NH2)2, on glass substrates at 200 °C led to the formation of  

CuSbS2 thin films along with an impure Cu2S phase [101]. The resulting films showed a 

direct optical bandgap of 1.45 eV and a carrier concentration of 5  1020 cm-3.  

1.6.6. Cu-Sb-S based PV devices 

The highest performing PV devices using Cu-Sb-S shows open circuit voltage of Voc 

= 0.622 V, Short circuit current Jsc = 17.9 ( mA/cm2 ), FF= 28 %, with an efficiency of 3.2 

[79,114]. Most of the Cu-Sb-S devices use CdS as window/buffer with 

Glass/Mo/CuSbS2/CdS/ZnO: Al configuration. In such cases, Cu diffusion into CdS window 

layer creates deep trap states for holes lowering the short circuit current. Correlated issues, 

for example the band alignment shows a cliff  led to low Voc with high recombination rate 

[115]. Due to toxicity and elemental diffusion, CdS was replaced with transparent conductive 

oxides viz., ZnO, MgO, TiO2 [116].  Riha et al. reported Voc of 0.02 V and Jsc of 0.045 

mA/cm2 for Glass/ITO/TiO2/CuSbS2/Au configuration. The reported study confirms 

annealing treatment enhance the crystallinity of the film growth and increase in the carrier 

life time from 0.5 to 0.7 ns thereby a rise in Voc = 0.300 V [117]. Maiello et al. reported  Voc 

of 0.03 V and Jsc of 1.6 mA/cm2 on ITO/i-ZnO/CdS/Cu3SbS3/Mo/glass configuration [118] 

and Franzer et al. reported Voc of 0.24  and Jsc of 7.1 ( mA/cm2 ) for 

Glass/FTO/CdS/Cu3SbS4/Cu/Ag. Further,  Wang et al. reported Voc of 0.03 ( V )  and Jsc of 

7.65 ( mA/cm2 ) on Glass/FTO/ZnMgO/Cu12Sb4S13/gold [96]. The highest power conversion 

efficiency of 3.22 % for CuSbS2 thin films have been known in the configuration Mo/ 

CuSbS2/CdS/i-ZnO/n-ZnO/Al using hybrid ink nanoparticles[119]. The limiting factor on 

the power conversion factor is the Cu/Sb composition which controls the growth of phases 

[119]. 
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1.6.7. Challenges to address  

Current photovoltaic research focuses on building highly efficient PV devices based 

on low-cost materials using economically feasible manufacturing methods. When the low-

cost materials are used as commercial solar cells, their performance is often argued because 

the fabricated and reported cells are on laboratory standards. As the scenario persists, we 

propose copper antimony sulfide thin films as absorber material incorporated on solar cell 

devices for PV applications. Copper chalcogenides such as Cu12Sb4S13 and CuSbS2 have 

gained research interest worldwide due to their low-cost and environmentally beneficial 

constituents. From the literature, systematic growth control of the thin film’s optoelectronic 

properties for photovoltaic applications have not been widely reported. Cu12Sb4S13 and 

CuSbS2 falls into excellent candidates for the p type absorber material having an optical band 

gap range from 1.3 - 1.7 eV with high absorption coefficient ( >105 cm-1 ). Tunable 

optoelectronic properties, reproducibility and stability of the films incorporated in PV 

devices are yet to be explored. An optimal hetero-junction design with minimal current loss 

and enhanced open circuit voltage, improving the efficiency is yet to be achieved. Factors 

affecting the efficiency of the solar cell device are parasitic resistances (series and shunt 

resistance) along with better band alignment in the layered hetero-junction solar cell. The 

conduction band offset with cliff  and spike shaped alignments reduce the charge carrier 

transfer from the depletion region to the extraction terminal, hence the charge carrier 

collection and overall solar cell device performance diminishes [120,121]. The band 

alignment offset can be improved to a great extent by choosing the hetero-junctions with 

appropriate band gap and electron affinity values which ensure the unhindered charge carrier 

transport. Lowering recombination centers on controlled crystal growth can help to attain 

enhanced power conversion factors.  To meet the challenges, the present thesis work proposes 

the following. 

1.7. HYPOTHESIS 

Copper antimony sulfide thin films with varying compositions can be formed on zinc 

oxysulfide thin films by controlling sulfur to copper-antimony concentrations in the 

precursor solution resulting fully ultrasonic spray coated heterojunctions with photovoltaic 

and photodetection properties.  
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1.8. OBJECTIVES 

1.8.1. General Objective: 

To fabricate thin- film solar cells u s i n g  copper antimony sulfide thin films as absorber 

and zinc oxysulfide as window layers, a fully ultrasonic spray pyrolyzed device. 

1.8.2. Specific Objectives: 

➢ Simulation of Cu-Sb-S/ Zn (O, S) PV junction performance using SCAPS I D software. 

➢ Theoretical calculation of the electronic band structures of the absorber and the  

window layers using MedeA software and DFT calculation using VASP.  

➢  Synthesis of Zn (O, S) thin films with suitable optoelectronic properties by ultrasonic spray. 

➢ Evaluation of structure, morphology, and optoelectronic properties of Zn (O, S) films. 

➢ Spray deposition of Sb2S3 thin films by spray pyrolysis, no copper in the precursor solution 

➢  Analyze Cu-Sb-S thin film deposition by incorporating Cu in the Sb2S3 precursor. 

➢ Deposition of copper antimony sulfide thin films with varying S to (Cu-Sb) ratios in the 

precursor solution to evaluate the optical and electrical properties of Cu-Sb-S films with 

varying electrical properties. 

➢  Evaluation of photovoltaic and photodetection properties of the heterojunctions of copper 

antimony sulfide thin films with varying electrical properties using different window layers 

of CdS, Zn (O, S) films 

➢  A comparative analysis of theoretical and experimental results. 

1.9. Justification  

Photovoltaics is considered one of the effective methods of power generation. While 

progressing the research on the new compounds and its fabrication methods to incorporate 

on devices, scarcity and toxicity have posed major problems. Earth abundant and 

environmental benign at the same time stable and reproducibility of the device fabrication 

have been a challenge. Among them, copper-based chalcogenides can address to a great 

extent and the investigation on their optoelectronic properties can improve their performance 

and further meet the challenges previously not attended. From the literature survey, Cu-Sb-

S thin films of different phases show potential scope as photovoltaic absorber material, but 

the incorporation into solar cells is not efficiently explored. Ultrasonically assisted chemical 
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spray pyrolysis is an excellent thin film deposition technique , using less amount of chemicals 

and advantage of covering large area of substrates. In the present thesis, an intense 

investigation on the different components of   solar cell devices is included: ZnO, Zn (O, S) 

transparent conductive oxide layers as the window layer and Cu-Sb-S thin films (Cu12Sb4S13 

and CuSbS2) as absorber layers. ZnO and Zn (O, S) layer with tunable optoelectronic 

properties have been chosen as a replacement for CdS to overcome Cd toxicity, and thermal 

instability and also to prevent Cu diffusion from the absorber layer. An intrinsic Sb2S3 layer 

can provide a channel in the depletion region where an effective electric field can sweep the 

charge carriers to terminal electrodes. It is known that Cu12Sb4S13 and CuSbS2 thin films 

possess high absorption coefficient ( >105 cm -1 ) and band gaps in the range 1.3-1.6 eV 

respectively predicting their potential application in photovoltaics as well as photodetection. 

Hence, this thesis mainly focuses on the synthesis, characterization of ZnO, Zn (O, S), Sb2S3, 

Cu12Sb4S13 and CuSbS2 thin films and their device applications, using the method of 

ultrasonic spray pyrolysis.   
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Chapter 2 

Materials and Methods 

 

 In this chapter, details of theoretical approach to calculate electronic band structure, 

vibrational spectra and photovoltaic performance are first explained. Also, experimentation details 

for the synthesis and characterization of zinc oxide, zinc oxysulfide, antimony sulfide and copper 

antimony sulfide thin films are also included as follows. Computational simulation of molecular 

structure was achieved using the Schrodinger equation for many bodies within the density 

functional theory. Using DFT methodology by Vienna Ab initio simulation package helps to define 

properties of structure by first principal quantum mechanical calculation. Moreover, using SCAPS 

1D, a solar cell simulation software developed for the simulation of photovoltaic structures, PV 

devices using ZnO/Zn(O,S) window and CuSbS2 absorber layers were simulated. The basic 

algorithm  for the simulation which governs the photogeneration and recombination of charge 

carriers are based on  Poisson’s  and electron/hole continuity equation.   

Experimental analysis of thin films is initiated by utilizing the advantages of ultrasonic 

spray pyrolysis deposition technique. By spray pyrolysis, uniform and homogenous thin films can 

be produced.  

2.1. Computational Methods 

Computational methodology provides a mathematical model solved numerically to define 

a physical phenomenon. The core reason for many physical properties such as optical, electrical, 

and magnetic properties of semiconductors arise from the electronic charge distribution of 

material. The limitation of macro dimension analysis can be overcome to a great extent by 

correlating with the respective computational data.  

2.1.1 MedeA Environment   

MedeA architecture is designed for quantum mechanical atomistic simulation combining 

experimental and computed data with sophisticated computer job management and graphical 

workflow. MedeA Graphical User Interface combined with job server and task server handles the 

computational job control and data preprocessing. The software helps for material screening, 
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design experiment and scientific analysis in simplified output files. The software includes crystal 

structure data and structure building tools. In the present thesis, crystal structures were imported 

from structural database and then optimized by the structural minimization calculation as 

explained below. The optimized structures are modelled for electronic properties calculation using 

VASP code brief details as given below. 

2.1.2. Crystal Structure 

MedeA is equipped with a graphical user interface to the databases ICSD, COD Pauling 

and Pearson’s data. They contain over 1.1 million structural entries comprising the largest solid-

state structure database. It includes lattice parameters, atomic positions, symmetry, stoichiometry, 

partial disorder, phase diagram etc. The cell stage allows adjustment of the cell dimensions to 

define periodicity.  

 2.1.3 VASP  

Vienna Ab initio Simulation package is a density functional code for quantum mechanical 

computational simulation program. Computational simulations using density functional theories 

have successfully reported in-depth analysis of structural, electronical, and vibrational properties 

of molecules. Even though precision of the calculation has been a challenge, using first principle 

calculation with pseudo potentials, projected augmented wave and plane wave basis set methods, 

VASP combines with the key feature of frozen core electron models guarantees lower time 

consumption and accuracy of the calculations [122]. VASP 5.4. software calculation approximates 

the many-body Schrodinger equation using density functional theory by solving Kohn Sham 

equations for non-interacting electrons. In this case, the one-electron orbitals' charge densities and 

local potentials are defined in plane wave basis sets. The electron and ion interaction is defined 

using either pseudopotential or projector-augmented wave methods [123].  

2.1.3.1. Algorithm 

The algorithm used in the VASP is defined in an iterative matrix diagonalization scheme 

based on a conjugate gradient scheme, block Davidson scheme or direct inversion in the iterative 

subspace ( RMM-DIIS ). The flow chart of electronic minimization by VASP calculations is shown 

in Figure 2.1. Initially, the charge densities and wavevectors are independent quantities that are set 

according to INIWAV and INCAR files. After each self-consistency loop the charge density is set 
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as a Hamiltonian, to create the optimized iterative wavefunctions accurately matching with the 

wavefunction of the Hamiltonian. The finalized wavefunctions' new charge density is calculated 

to patch up with the initial wavefunctions. A unitary transformation of wavefunctions was 

calculated for Hamiltonian because of the diagonal-spanned subspace. The subspace 

diagonalization transforms the wave function accordingly. 

 

Figure 2.1 Algorithm of electronic minimization using VASP. 

2.1.4. General steps explored for the simulation of unit cells.  

2.1.4.1. Structure optimization 

To evaluate the minimal force and energy by relaxing atomic positions and cell parameters with 

or without constraints. The calculation evaluates the bulk equilibrium structure at T = 0K (ground 
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state structure). The atoms are relaxed until the forces reach a minimal value than the input 

convergence. The cell volume changes the lattice parameters (a, b, c, and cell angles). The 

conjugate gradient iteration method was used for structure relaxation to minimize the force and 

energy return of the local minimum of the total surface energy as shown in the user interface in 

Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.2 The graphical user interface for structural optimization. 

A convergence upper limit of 0.02 eV/Å was used for the allowed residual force between atoms in 

the cell. A maximum number of 100 geometry steps are selected to be executed for the iteration. 

The definition of quantum physical interaction of electron-electron and electron–nuclei are defined 

exchange – correlation functional which allows to selection of the degree of locality, from local 

density approximation to Hartree Fock with several steps. For the structure optimization process, 

density functional of generalized gradient approximation – Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (GGA-

PBE) [124] was used.  

During the cell optimization, an increased plane wave cutoff was chosen due to the 

converging slowness of stress tensors with atomic forces value between the atoms. For structural 

optimization, a normal precision option was implored for the calculation. To save time, projection 

operators in real space were used. A self-consistent field calculation solving the Kohn Sham 
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equation was utilized for the evaluation of total energy, force, stress tensors and electron density 

to the corresponding atomic arrangements. The k point sampling for the electronic structure 

calculation was chosen explicitly allowing the definition of subdivision in X, Y and Z direction of 

k space. The origin of the mesh was shifted to the gamma point. An odd-sized grid was used for a 

cubic crystal structure. The density of states that are integrated by choosing the integration schemes 

depends upon whether the material of interest is a metal,  semiconductor or insulator. The 

fractional occupation was considered on occupied and unoccupied states in space and integrated 

over a definite volume was achieved by choosing the option of integration scheme. 

For semiconductors, the smearing of the electronic occupation around the Fermi energy was 

improved on the convergence value by choosing the Gaussian smearing method. Convergence was 

attained on the value between total energy and electronic eigenvalue, lower than the input field 

value between two iterations. A default value of 1×10-6 eV was chosen for the relaxation process. 

A maximum iteration step of 100 is normally used before the self-consistent field convergence. 

Later the program was set to the structural optimization process. 

2.1.5. Electronic structure: Density of states and Band diagram  

The relaxed structure is fed into the single point calculations for the density of states and 

band diagram. The dispersion relation between the electronic eigenvalues as a function of 

momentum within Brillouin zone is depicted as a band diagram. A total number of 40 k points are 

chosen for the band diagram calculation to plot the band structure while each line segment denotes 

a different direction in k space. The number of electronic eigenvalues as a function of energy is 

plotted as the density of states. To generate a converged charge density, a self-consistent 

calculation was chosen as shown in figure 2.3. A denser k mesh was selected by opting to reduce 

the spacing of 0.1/Å. Gaussian smearing method with a width of 0.2 eV was opted for 

semiconductor density of state calculation. A projection scheme of the plane wave method (PAW) 

sphere was chosen to get the angular momentum projected density of states for s, p, d, and f 

orbitals. Spin orbit coupling was considered during the calculation due to the contribution of 3d 

orbitals where degeneracy of orbital angular momentum can influence the optical and magnetic 

properties of the materials. 
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Figure 2.3.  Density of states, band diagram and optical band diagram calculations tab on VASP 

5.4 software 

2.1.6. Optical spectra 

Frequency dependent complex dielectric function gives an insight into optical properties of 

semiconductors. The excited state calculation of electron which defines the optical properties of 

the structure is compiled using the exitonic effect on quasi particle spectra. Calculations using the 

Casida equations and the Bethe-Salpeter equation on top of quasiparticle computations ( GW ) are 

different ways to generate very precise response functions and, as a result, optical spectra that 

include excitonic effects. Integration scheme and smearing method with k point sampling were 

commonly given with density of states calculation as shown in Figure 2.3. Interactions between 

electrons and holes can have a profound impact on the optical spectrum.  The imaginary and real 

part of dielectric function was solved using Kramers - Kronig relation. The integration schemes 

and self-convergence field calculation parameter are commonly employed for density of states and 

optical spectra calculations. 

2.1.7.  Phonon spectra 

During phonon calculation, a large supercell was kept at equilibrium where the 

symmetrical atoms were displaced for the force constant calculation. Then a dynamical matrix 
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constructed and diagonalized the phonon frequencies for points in k space to obtain corresponding 

eigenvectors and atomic movements. A full Brillouin zone calculation was selected to include the 

entire Brillouin zone kept at equidistant as shown in the interface of phonon calculation (Figure 

2.4). The interaction range determines the size of the supercell opted. The displacement of atoms 

was chosen as 0.02 Å such that the force is large enough and the calculation should not extend out 

the harmonic regime and also a negative displacement for the displaced atoms move in opposite 

directions. The linear response from the dielectric tensor and born effective charge led to the 

longitudinal optics ( LO ) and transverse optic ( TO ) splitting in the gamma point and resulted in 

infrared ( IR ) spectra. Raman spectra resulted in the linear response of atoms in supercell defined 

from Raman tensor and corresponding intensity vs wavenumber is plotted.  

 

Figure 2.4 User interface of phonon calculations 

 2.2.  SCAPS 1D  

SCAPS 1D is a one-dimensional solar cell simulation package developed at Electronic and 

Information Systems (ELIS) of the University of Gent, Belgium. The program is developed for 
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CIGS semiconductors, crystalline and amorphous semiconductors. The simulation of solar cells 

consists of band-to-band, SRH and Auger recombination gives an insight into the recombination 

loss at the bulk as well as interfacial layers equivalent to the physical space.  

The basic equation used for modeling the semiconductor is the Poisson equation which 

relates the electric charge to the electrostatic potential and continuity equation for electrons and 

holes [125]. The equation follows a 3N non-linear equation where the total cell is divided into N 

intervals with one can choose potential, quasi Fermi energy levels for electrons and holes 

independently. It is possible for discontinuities in the energy bands Ec and Ev, and consequently in 

the band gap Eg, to exist at the interfaces between the layers. This makes it possible for interface 

recombination to take place. Figure 2.5 shows the general working algorithm of SCAPS1D. In the 

initial point the solar structure is fed to the software using the required material with properties 

shown in Table 1.   

 

Initial Point 
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Figure 2.5. General working principle of SCAPS 1D with simulation of FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, 

S)/Sb2S3/CuSbS2 

2.2.1. Simulation of solar cell FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Sb2S3/CuSbS2 

The simulation of solar cell structure FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Sb2S3/CuSbS2 was modeled on 

SCAPS 1D software. At the working condition point, temperature was set at 300 K in correlation  

with the parameters of thermal velocities, thermal voltage, Nc(T), and Nv(T). Solar cell layers 

defined by the ASCII files of the materials, which can be edited with the data corresponding to the 

layers, interfacial layer, and contact properties etc. The device was illuminated from the back 

contact layer of  ZnO/Zn (O, S) window layers copper antimony sulfide as absorber layer. The 
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parameters used for the simulation which define the properties of the material are listed in Table 

1.  

Table 1 SCAPS 1 D parameter of layered structure for solar cell simulation 

 

Properties 

                                         Materials 

ZnO 

[126] 

Zn (O, S) 

[127] 

Sb2S3 

[128] 

CuSbS2 

[129]  

Thickness, [nm] 40 30 80 250 

Band gap Eg [eV] 3.2 2.7 1.7 1.45 
Permittivity εr 9 8.5 7 4.0 

Density of states NC [cm 3] 2.2 × 1018 2.2 × 1018 4.7 × 1015 1.23 × 1020 
Density of states NV [cm 3] 1.8 × 1019 1.8 × 1019 4.7 × 1015 1.78 × 1020 

Thermal velocity Vth, e [cm/s] 1.0 × 107 1.0 × 107 1.0 × 106 6.8 × 106 

Thermal velocity Vth, p[cm/s] 1·0 × 107 1.0 × 107 1.0 × 106 6.07 × 106 

Mobility μn [cm2/Vs] 100 100 10.2 16 

Mobility μp [cm2/Vs] 25 25 9.8 8 

Donor defect density               
ND [cm-3] 

1.0 × 1014 1.0 × 1016 5.7 × 1013 0 

Acceptor defect density 
 NA [cm-3] 

0 0 4.7 × 1013 5.7× 1016 

 

2.3. Materials  

The chemicals for the preparation of the precursor solution for the ZnO, Zn (O, S), Sb2S3 and 

Cu12Sb4S13 / CuSbS2 thin films were reagent grade and utilized as such without any purification. 

The solutes for precursor solution used were zinc acetate dihydrate salt (Zn (CH3COO)2.2H2O; 

99.7% purity), thioacetamide salt (C2H5NS), antimony chloride (SbCl3; 98%) and copper chloride 

dihydrate (CuCl2.2H2O; 99.1%). The solvents used for the precursor solutions were methanol 
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(CH3OH; 99.6%) and acetone (C2H6CO; 99.7%). The solvents used were of reagent grade and 

distributed by Fermont. The salts were supplied by Fermont and Sigma Aldrich.    

2.4. Experimental methods  

 Synthesis 

This section includes the complete experimental methodology implemented for the synthesis and 

characterization of ZnO/Zn (O, S), Sb2S3, Cu12Sb4S13 and  CuSbS2 thin films and their photovoltaic 

devices. All these thin films were grown via ultrasonic spray pyrolysis.  

Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis  

Spray pyrolysis is an excellent deposition technique for the thin film deposition for mono or bi-

layer films either denser or thinner, porous, uniform, homogenous films. Basically, the spray 

technique uses droplet generation from the precursor solution induced by external atomization with 

properties including cost effectiveness, deposition rate, scalability etc. The most attractive features 

of spray techniques are the high stability, adhesive to the substrates and fabrication over large 

areas. Ultrasonic wave induced droplets of the precursor solution deposited directly over a heated 

substrate produces high quality films.  A schematic diagram of the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis set 

up used in this thesis is shown in Figure 2.6. For metal oxide precursors, nitrates, acetates, and 

chlorides can easily be dissolved in alcoholic and aqueous solutions and readily be sprayed into 

the substrates.  

Principle: 

 During ultrasonic atomization Newtonian fluids with low viscosities are passed over a 

vibrating surface which is an electromechanical device that vibrates at high frequency and converts 

the solution into droplets. The capillary wave mechanism is used to describe the process of 

ultrasonic nebulization where the formation of capillary waves on the surface of a liquid is 

supported by a vibrating solid. The equation (4) relating capillary wavelength (λ), surface tension 

( σ ), fluid density ( ρ ), frequency ( f ) and fluid depth ( h ) is formulated by Kelvin shown below: 

         λ [tanh(
2𝜋ℎ

𝜆  
)]

−1/3
=  [

2𝜋𝜎

𝜌𝑓2
]1/3                              (4) 
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From the above equation the capillary frequency ( λ ) and the droplet size ( D ) of the fluid can be 

correlated by R.W Wood and A.L. Loomis and then experimentally Land et al. derived the average 

droplet size and ultrasonic frequency as given below (5). 

                                                      D = κ[
8𝜋𝜎

𝜌𝑓2
]1/3                                                  (5) 

Where κ corresponds to the number of droplets produced on the ultrasonic frequency of 10-100 

kHz[130]. 

 The ultrasonic spray pyrolysis equipment with a program assisted controller was purchased 

from Zhengzhou CY Scientific Instrument Ltd. The equipped machine for the deposition of thin 

films is shown in Figure 2.6. The technical parameters used for the deposition are included in Table 

2.  

 

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of spray deposition technique with images of ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis system with program assisted controller and the spray nozzle.  
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Table 2.0 Technical parameters implemented for the Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. 

 Spray pyrolysis Model CY-USP130-A 

Control Method Industrial Computer + Instrument Panel 

Ultrasonic Sprayer 40 kHz 130 W 

Substrate Heater Plate 150 mm × 150 mm 

Nozzle Stroke X-Y Axis up to 190 mm 

Supply Voltage AC 220 V, 50 Hz 

Max Temperature 500 °C 

Ultra sonic nozzle stroke frequency 40 KHz 

Speed of nozzle stroke 50 mm/s 

Distance between substrate and nozzle 9.5 cm 

Compressed air pressure 0.02 MPa 

Glass Substrate (Fisher Scientific: 25 mm x 75 mm x 1 mm 

Load current 0.03 A 

 

2.4.1. Fabrication of ZnO/Zn (O, S) thin films 

Thin films of ZnO and ZnO:S were synthesized using the precursor solutions containing zinc 

acetate and zinc acetate with thioacetamide, respectively. To prepare the precursor solutions, to 80 

milliliters (ml) of methanol, 0.1 ml of zinc acetate dihydrate was diluted.  The solution was stirred 

for 15 minutes at a time maintaining the temperature at 27 °C. In the same manner, the precursor 
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solution for Zn (O, S) was made by dissolving zinc acetate dihydrate salt and thioacetamide 

(C2H5NS) in methanol. Thin films of ZnO and ZnO:S were deposited by spraying the precursor 

solution on to the substrates. Microscope glass slides supplied by Fisher Scientific were used as 

substrates. These slides were of dimensions of 25 mm × 75 mm × 1 mm. After being ultrasonically 

cleaned for 15 minutes in distilled water. The substrates were then washed with a neutral soap 

solution for 2 minutes and dried in warm air for ten minutes. The clean glass substrates were placed 

on a hotplate at 400 °C for 25 minutes. A peristaltic pump with a dispensing rate of 15 ml/min was 

used to pump the precursor solution into ultrasonic spray nozzle. The spray nozzle stroke was 

electrically connected to an ultrasonic generator producing varied current loads. Hence, inducing 

the frequency with which the transducer in the nozzle stroke vibrates and converts the precursor 

solution into spray droplets. Table 3 displays parameters employed during spray and sample 

identification. The samples were exposed to different annealing condition listes as follows: 

Vacuum annealing (450 °C/ 30 min), Air annealing (450 °C/ 30 min) and Rapid thermal process 

(450 °C/ 5 min). 

Table 3 Sample identification of ZnO/Zn (O, S) thin films 

 

Molarity 

0.1 M Zinc acetate 

0.006,  0.008 and 0.016  M Thioacetamide 

Substrate temperature 400 °C 

Precursor solution 80 ml 

Post thermal 

treatments 
Vacuum annealing and Air annealing at 450 C for 1 h 

Rapid thermal processing at 450 C for 1-3 min 

Spray rate 15 ml/min 

 

 

Sample ID 

ZnO Zn(O, S) 

As prepared: ZO As prepared: ZOS 

Vacuum annealed: VA ZO Vacuum annealed: VA ZOS 

Air annealed: AA ZO Air annealed: AA ZOS 

RTP: RT ZO RTP: RT ZOS 
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 The spray was directed towards the heated substrate using compressed air. The pre-

programmed motion sequence was set to the microprocessor which controls the spray nozzle stroke 

to move along the X-Y direction. The nozzle stroke motion was designed in such a manner that 

one spray cycle was 100 mm in the positive X direction, follows 10 mm in the positive Y direction, 

and then 100 mm in the negative X direction. There was a total of 8 deposition cycles performed 

to get uniform deposition on three substrates. The 80 ml precursor solution was sprayed in 15 spray 

cycles until they were fully covered.  

2.4.2. Antimony sulfide (Sb2S3) thin films 

Reagent grade chemicals were used to prepare the precursor solution as mentioned 2.3. To prepare 

the precursor solution, 0.017 M antimony trichloride (SbCl3) and approximately 4 times [0.07 M] 

thioacetamide (C2H5NS) were combined in 60 ml of acetone and stirred for 20 minutes in a glass 

beaker. The pH of the solution was 3.  

Table 4 Sample identification of Sb2S3 thin films 

 

Molarity 

0.003, 0.008, 0.011, 0.014, 0.017 M SbCl3 

0.03, 0.04, 0.05,0.06, 00.07 M C2H5NS 

Substrate temperature 170, 200 and 230 °C 

Precursor solution 60 ml 

Spray rate 7 ml/min 

 

 

Sample ID 

As prepared Sb2S3  

(Deposition temperature °C) 

 

170  

200 

230 

Vacuum annealed  350 °C / 30 min 

Rapid thermal process  400 °C / 1 min 

 

The spray parameter was kept constant throughout the spray as mentioned in Table 4.  For 

film deposition, the substrates temperature was 170 °C. The movements of the spray head were 
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programmed in a step-by-step manner so that the spray nozzle would move 90 millimeters in the 

positive X direction, then 10 millimeters in the Y direction, and then continue 90 millimeters in 

the negative X direction to finish 1 deposition cycle and 8 such deposition cycles for 1 spray cycle 

over 3 substrates. A combined total of 25 spray cycles were carried out to achieve the desired 

thickness on all three substrates. The general spray parameter and sample identification were given 

in Table 4. 

2.4.3. Copper antimony sulfide thin films  

General and technical spray parameters for spray deposition are included in Table 5.  To deposit 

the film, substrate temperature of 200 °C for twenty minutes was kept constant at the hot plate. 

Using a peristaltic pump, the spray rate was set at 4 ml per minute. The thin films were deposited 

by concurrently adjusting volumes of copper chloride and antimony chloride in an 80 ml precursor 

solution, for a given quantity of thioacetamide. We referred to this phenomenon as a fluctuating 

S/(Cu+Sb) ratio, and we considered the high volatility of sulfur to keep the S concentration in the 

precursor solution (0.01 M thioacetamide) at a high level. In addition, we increased the amount of 

the precursor to 100 milliliters to confirm the fabrication of the thin film. 

Table 5 Parameters employed for the deposition of copper antimony sulfide thin films. 

 

Molarity 

0.0004, 0.0018,  0.003, 0.007, 0.01M CuCl2.2H2O 

0.0015, 0.0038, 0.005, 0.008, 0.01 M SbCl3 

0.07 M C2H5NS 

Substrate temperature 200 °C 

Precursor solution 60 – 100 ml 

Spray rate 4 ml/min 

 

Post thermal treatments 

350 °C/30 min 

400 °C/ 30 min 
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2.5 Characterization techniques 

2.5.1. X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 

 The crystal structure of the samples were analyzed using X-ray diffraction technique. A 

PANanalytical EMPYREAN diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation source was used to record the 

diffracted pattern. The operating conditions were 40 kV and 40 mA respectively under normal 

atmospheric conditions. The extracted data were further correlated with standard JCPDS data and 

Rietveld refined GSAS software. The average crystalline size (D) and the micro strain of the films 

can be calculated using the Williamson Hall plot.  

2.5.2. Raman Spectroscopy 

 Phase and molecular interactions were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy. In Raman 

spectroscopy, Rayleigh scattering which are elastically scattered photons together inelastically 

scattered photons (Stoke and Anti-Stoke) can be used to define the chemical bonds of the samples.  

When a molecule possesses an electric dipole with polarizability induced by the incident photon, 

a vibration is said to be active. The detector measures the frequency and maps it into a specific 

wavenumber. In this work, samples were analyzed using a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman 

microscope equipped with a 532 nm laser. 

2.5.3. X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

A surface analysis method used to determine elemental composition and chemical states provides 

an in-depth analysis of the chemical environment of the sample. The surface of the samples is 

irradiated using an X-ray source (Al Kα: Energy:1486.68 eV, Voltage: 12 keV, Current: 3× 10-3 

A), and interacts with atoms to induce a photoelectric effect, ejecting the electron. The emitted 

electrons with binding energy given in the equation (6) were measured as photoelectron spectra.  

      𝑲𝑬=𝒉𝝂−𝑩𝑬−𝜱s                                                                                            (6) 

Where hν is defined X-ray photon energy, BE is the binding energy of electron, and Φs is the work 

function of spectrometer. The BE was calculated from the spectrometer work function and incident 

photon energy. The core level photoelectrons were mapped into spectra from a sample having 
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energy which further quantifies the elemental composition. The base pressure in the analysis 

chamber was 1 x 10-9 mBar while spectra were being analyzed. This pressure was reached by 

combining a 3-filament titanium sublimation pump with two different 260 l/s turbo molecular 

pump systems. The analysis area was that of the focused X-ray beam spot size, which was 400 

μm. The voltage was 12 keV, and the current was 3 ×10-3 A. The B.E values of the photoelectrons 

were analyzed with a 180-degree double-focusing hemispherical analyzer  and had a work function 

of 4.2 eV and a 128-channel electron detector. Etching the surface of the sample was achieved 

using an Ar+ ion gun at an etching rate of 1.22 /second. The parameters used for the etching were 

2 keV at an angle of incidence 30 degrees. 

2.5.4. Scanning electron microscopy(SEM)  

Scanning electron microscopy was used to determine surface morphology. In SEM a high-energy 

electron source or electron gun emits electrons that are accelerated by an applied voltage. 

Secondary electrons, backscattered electrons ( BSE ), and distinctive X-rays are produced because 

of the high-energy electron beam's interaction with the specimen. The secondary and BSE are 

mainly used for sample surface imaging. Secondary electrons are produced when the electrons on 

the surface get excited and lose some of the energy due to interaction with incident electrons. The 

morphology and topography of the sample surface were produced by these secondary electrons. 

Backscattered electrons were produced, when the electrons hit the sample producing elastically 

scattered (no loss of energy) primary electrons with high energy that rebound from the sample 

surface. The rapid phase discrimination or contrasts in composition is illustrated by BSE. In many 

materials the mean free path length of secondary electrons was 10Å, so in comparison with BSE 

the volume of production of secondary electrons is small. Hence, the secondary electrons were 

perfect for examining the topography. The production of secondary electrons depends upon the 

atomic number of targets and the angle of incidence of the electron beam. In BSE, brighter signals 

are produced for specimen surfaces composed of atoms with higher atomic numbers.  

2.5.5. UV Vis NIR spectroscopy  

UV-Vis-NIR spectrometers measure light intensity at a certain wavelength to determine a 

material's transmission or reflection. The absorption coefficient of the material can be calculated 

from the equation (7) given below. 
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                                        𝜶 =  
𝟏

𝒅  
 ln [

(𝟏−𝑹)𝟐

𝑻
]                                                    (7)                                                                       

Where α is the absorption coefficient, T is the transmittance, R is the reflectance and d were the 

average thickness of the thin film. The average thickness of the film was measured using the 

profilometer technique. From the absorption coefficient the energy bandgap can be calculated from 

the equation (8) given below. 

  

                                             (𝜶𝒉𝝂)𝒏 = 𝑨(𝒉𝝂 − 𝑬𝒈)                                               (𝟖)    

Here A is a constant, ν is the frequency and Eg is the optical bandgap. With an optical transition, 

the value of n changes; it is 2,1/2, and 2/3 for direct allowed, indirect allowed, and direct forbidden 

transitions, respectively. The bandgap was determined by extrapolating (αhν) n vs (hν) curve to the 

X - axis, where (αhν)n = 0 gives the optical bandgap. In this work the optical transmittance, 

reflectance and absorbance of the films were recorded using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer 

(JASCO-V770). The thin film was placed in the sample holder with a reference substrate (plain 

glass). Two glass substrates were used for the baseline measurement for transmittance vs 

wavelength spectra, one in the reference path and the other in the sample path.  

2.5.6 Electrical characterization 

The electrical properties of the thin films and devices were examined by measuring the 

photocurrent response. Electrical contacts of 7 mm in length separated by 7 mm were painted using 

silver paints. The electrical measurements were performed using a computer interfaced Keithley 

6487 Pico ammeter/voltage source. The measurements were done using a halogen lamp (50 W) 

and LEDs of different wavelengths, The measurements were done sequentially in both dark and 

illumination at an interval of 20 seconds.  

2.5.7. Hall effect measurement 

The electrical properties such as carrier concentration, carrier mobility, resistivity and conductivity 

of the samples were measured using a Hall effect measurement system (Ecopia HMS-3000) 

equipped with a 0.55 Tesla magnet. Four contacts were painted at the corners of the sample, which 

was placed on SPCB-1 spring clip board. The spring-loaded tips were made in contact with the 

sample through the silver contacts. The sample holder along with sample was placed inside the 
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sample in a compartment. The Hall effect measurements were done at room temperature by 

applying a magnetic flux density of 0.55 Tesla. 

2.5.8. J-V Characteristics 

The characterization of solar cells was done by J-V characteristics using a Keithley 6487 Pico 

ammeter/voltage source.  The measured voltage and current density (current per unit area) were 

plotted. Open circuit voltage (Voc) is represented by the intersection at the X axis where current is 

zero, while short circuit current is represented by the intersection at the Y axis when voltage is 

zero (Isc). The back contact was made using silver paint and a front contact from FTO. During the 

voltage sweep, voltage and current were monitored using these top and bottom electrodes. The PV 

structures were illuminated using an Oriel solar simulator with AM 1.5G radiation at an intensity 

of 1000 W/m2. 

The following chapter includes the theoretical discussion on simulated structures of ZnO, Zn 

(O.S), Sb2S3, Cu12Sb4S13 and CuSbS2. Theoretical discussion includes the structural 

characteristics, density of states, band diagram and optical properties, in some cases vibrational 

spectra.
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Chapter 3 

Results and Discussion: Theoretical Simulations 

    This chapter discusses the theoretical simulation of different layers developed in this thesis for 

photovoltaic applications. Density functional theory calculation using VASP code that is 

implemented to MedeA material design graphical user interface.   Solar cell capacitance simulator 

(SCAPS) 1D software designed for 1 dimensional solar cell simulations is implemented for the 

PV measurements, as mentioned in the previous chapter.  

3.1. Ab initio calculation using Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

3.1.1. ZnO and Zn (O, S) unit cells 

The hexagonal crystal structure of ZnO supercell which belongs to the space group P63/mc and 

𝐶6𝑣
4  symmetry is employed in the structural optimization calculation. The above structure has 

lattice parameters of a = b = 3.3249 Å, c = 22.7589 Å, and α = β = 90 ° and γ = 120 °. The Zn and 

O atoms occupied at 1a Wyckoff position. The optimized structure exhibited the following lattice 

parameters: a = b = 3.2589 Å, c = 20.7540 Å, and α= β = 90 °; γ = 120 °, volume = 142.3615 Å3 

(Figure 3.1 a). Using the method of random substitution, 0.8% of O atoms in the structure were 

substituted by sulfur to create a similar crystal structure to the one obtained experimentally. ZnO 

unit cell constitutes a tetrahedron polyhedral, where two zinc atoms bonded with two oxygen atoms 

at the vertex of a tetrahedron. For the calculation, a super cell consisting of four-unit cells (Figure 

3.1 a) is used. Three oxygen atoms connected to zinc atoms at the basal plane of the cell have an 

average bond length of 1.97 Å and a bond angle of 110.45 °. Additional oxygen atoms formed 

covalent bonds with zinc that has an average bond angle of 108.47  ̊ and a bond length of 1.99 Å. 

The process of optimizing the S-incorporated ZnO super cell (Figure 3.1 b) led to a modification 

in the lattice parameter, which resulted in the change in lattice parameters: a = b = 3.2843 Å and c 

= 21.4547 Å and α = β = 90 °; γ = 120 °, volume = 144.1236 Å3. The substitution of S atoms 

resulted in the rearrangement of the supercell. There are three S atoms bonded to the Zn at an 

average bond length of 1.98 Å and at an angle of 110.45 °, while there is one S atom attached to 

the Zn at a bond length of 1.99 Å and at an angle of 108.47 °. It is observed that the presence of 
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S2- species in the lattice produces an increase in both the lattice parameter and bond length. The 

dangling connection formed between the zinc ion and the sulfur ion contributes to the charge 

density distribution and, as a result, increases the structural stability.  

 

Figure 3.1 Supercells preferentially oriented towards c axis (a) ZnO and (b) Zn (O, S) 

3.1.1.1. Density of states and band structure 

Figures 3.2. a) and c) show the partial density of states and total density of states vs energy for the 

valence orbitals of zinc and oxygen atoms. From the figure, the valence band maximum (VBM) 

potential energy levels are mostly composed of the O p orbitals and from the Zn atoms both d and 

p orbitals are involved at the valence band maximum. The conduction band edge has a low energy 

level and is equally composed of Zn and O valence orbitals. The estimated band diagram of the 

ZnO unit cell is marked in Figure 3.2.e). In this diagram, the symmetry points of the Brillouin 

zones are in the direction; A > H > L > A > g > K > M. The valence band edges are at -0.13 eV, 

and the conduction band edges at 3.1 eV. These band edges coincide at (0,0,0) point, and as a 

result, a band gap of 3.2 eV and a direct electron transition from valence band to conduction band 

is predicted.  

Figures 3.2 b) and d) show the partial and total density of states vs. energy of the S 

incorporated ZnO unit cell. The figure clearly shows the influence of S 2p orbitals in valence band 

where the strong overlap of S atoms introduces discrete energy levels narrowing the band gap 
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compared to ZnO density of states. The E vs. k diagram of the S-incorporated ZnO unit cell is 

shown in figure 3.2 (f), and the symmetry points in the direction of F> g > B > G. According to 

the dispersion relation, the valence band edge is located at -0.09 eV, and the conduction band edge 

is located at 2.8 eV. Together, these two band edges result in a band gap of 2.8 eV, corresponding 

to a direct transition as marked in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 a), c) and e) Energy vs. partial and total density of states and band diagram of ZnO unit 

cell. b), d) and f) Energy vs. partial and total density of states and band diagram of S incorporated 

ZnO unit cell 
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3.1.2. Sb2S3 unit cell 

The orthorhombic Sb2S3 unit cell (matching with the experimental results) was imported from the 

structure database available in MedeA Materials design Inc. The unit cell belongs to the Pnma 62 

space group and D2h point group, and all the atoms at the 4c Wyckoff positions. The lattice 

parameters of the structure are (JCPDS data # 421393, informatica ID 9007048) a = 11.3130 Å, b 

= 3.8411 Å, c = 11.2390 Å and α = β = γ = 90 °, volume = 488.3 Å 3. According to Figure 3.3, Sb 

is occupied in in two lattices (Sb1 and Sb2), whereas S is identified in three positions (S1, S2 and 

S3). In the figure, the trigonal Sb1S3 is formed with one Sb atom bonded to three S atoms with an 

average bond length of 2.5 Å. Also, each Sb2 atom is bonded to five S atoms, and the average 

bond length is 2.4 Å, forming the tetragonal pyramids composed of Sb-S5 units. In the Figure, 

atom Sb1 has two bonds of Sb-S2 and one bond of Sb-S3, which both form a quasi-fourfold 

coordination with an average bond angle of 44.2 °. In comparison, atom Sb2 has three bonds of 

Sb-S1 and two bonds of Sb-S3, which has accomplished a quasi-sixfold coordination with an 

average bond angle of 46.06 °. The ground state properties of the structure for DFT calculations 

were done based on this structure, and the optimized structure parameters of (Sb2S3)4   were lattice 

parameters of a = 11.3425 Å, b =3.8143 Å, and c=11.9723 Å with the volume and density of unit 

cell were 522.37 Å3 and 4.3 mg/m3 respectively. 

 

Figure 3.3 Orthorhombic Sb2S3 unit cell 
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3.1.2.1. Density of states and band diagram 

Within the scope of this thesis, the HSE06 hybrid functional is used both as a short-range screened 

and a global hybrid functional. The hybrid functionals provide enhanced energy functionals where 

the LDA or GGA energy functional is combined with the Hartree Fock (HF) energy, resulting an 

improved capability of defining a broad spectrum of material properties. Improved exchange 

functional combined with a reduction in errors caused by self-interaction helps the hybrid 

functional HSE06 have precise measurements for semiconductors.  The calculated partial density 

of states vs. E and E vs. k diagrams are presented in Figure 3.4. a and b, respectively. As can be 

seen in Figure 3.4 a), the s orbitals of the Sb1 and Sb2 atoms contribute to the density of states at 

the valence band edge, while the p orbitals contribute to the density of states at the conduction 

band minimum.  

 

Figure 3.4. Density of states and band diagram of Sb2S3 unit cell 

 The contribution of Sb-d orbitals in the band edges was not influential. In the cases of S1, S2, and 

S3, the s orbitals contribute to the density of states at the edge of the conduction band, while the 

highly occupied p orbitals contribute to the density of states at the valence band edge. As a result, 
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the density of states of S p orbitals dominates the valance band, while the density of states of S 2p 

orbitals dominates the conduction band, as seen in a direct allowed transition from the point of the 

valence band, which is located at -0.06 eV, to the point of the conduction band, which is located 

at 1.56 eV leading  to a band gap of 1.6 eV that is indicated in Fig. 3.4b) along the symmetric 

points R → T → Z → Γ→ X → S → Y. 

The computed band diagram describes a flat conduction band minimum and a narrow 

valence band maximum (VBM), both coincide with the gamma point which defines a direct 

transition of electron from the valence band to the conduction band.  Recent reports given in Table 

6 predict an indirect optical band gap on using low accurate functionals except with mBJ and 

HSE06. 

Table 6 Optical band gap reported for different functional. 

Exchange-Correlational 

functional  

Eg (eV) Type of 

bandgap 

Reference 

 PBE 1.2 

 

Indirect [131] 

 mBJ 1.71/1.74 Indirect/direct [132] 

HSE 06 2.15 Indirect [133] 

TB-mBJ 1.6 Indirect [134] 

LDA 1.1 Indirect  [135] 

TB-mBJ 1.8 Direct [136] 

HSE 06 1.6 Direct Present 

thesis 

 

3.1.2.2. Vibrational band structure  

Although there have been reports on the theoretical simulations of electronic and vibrational 

band structures, the parameters connected to the structure and Exchange-correlational functionals 

differ in each study; therefore, the nature and the properties vary appropriately. The precision of 
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the parameters that are employed in this thesis is a key contributor to the similarity between the 

outcomes obtained from the computations and experiments. The theoretical calculations (k point 

sampling using 2  4  2 mesh) for Sb2S3 are one of the few that use more accurate DFT and 

incorporate hybrid exchange-correlational functionals of HSE06 for semiconductors.   

 

Figure 3.5. Vibration spectra of Sb2S3 based on the orthorhombic unit cell a) dispersion relation 

E vs. k b) Raman and IR spectra 

The simulated dispersion curves of the vibrational frequency vs wave vector based on the 

structure and the lattice dynamics of Sb2S3 is shown in the figure 3.5. The unit cell contains a total 

of 4 molecules thereby 60 vibration modes are expected. Among 60 modes 3 are defined as 

acoustic modes ( 2TA, 1LA ) and 57 are optical modes ( 39LO, 18TO ). Among the 57 optical 

modes, 37 are Raman active and 22 IR active and 5 silent modes. From group theory, the 

irreducible representation of the vibration modes can be expresses as: 

    Γvib = 30 ΓRaman + 22 ΓIR + 3 Γacoustic + 5 Γsilent                                   (9) 

The reported vibration modes consist of 10 Ag, 5 B1g, 10 B2g and 5 B3g defining ΓRaman and 22 IR 

modes. The Raman active Ag, B1g and B2g modes originated from the symmetry on inversion 

modes. Corresponding modes of S – Sb – S bending vibrations labelled at 62, 152, 282, and 307 

cm-1
 are categorized as Ag vibrational modes. The Sb – S stretching vibrations correspond to the 

antisymmetric modes B2g and B1g at 52, 71, 109, 203, 254 and 313 cm-1. The IR active modes 
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comprised of 4B1u, 9B2u and 9B3u symmetry modes with irreducible representation ΓIR = 4 B1u + 9 

B2u + 9 B3u. The origin of LO - TO mode splitting in Sb2S3 unit cell arises from the Born effective 

charges. The reported study shows similar LO TO splitting in phonon dispersion with discrepancy 

in  degeneracy of vibrational modes [137].  

3.1.3. Cubic Cu12Sb4S13  

Figure 3.6 shows the cubic crystal structure of Cu12Sb4S13 unit cell belonging to I-43m space group 

217. The lattice parameter of the imported structure (Figure 3.6 a) from database has lattice 

parameter; a=10.35930 Å with volume of 1121.8 Å3. Copper and sulfur atoms occupy two lattice 

sites: Cu1 at 12d Wyckoff position and Cu2 at 12e Wyck position. At the same time sulfur occupies 

two position S1 24g and S at 2a Wycoff positions while Sb occupies at 8c Wycoff positions. Figure 

3.6 b) displays the structural optimized unit cell with lattice parameter a=10.34930 Å with volume 

of 1108.8 Å3 

 

Figure 3.6 a) The initial structure of cubic unit cell of Cu12Sb4S13 b) optimized structure of cubic 

Cu12Sb4S13. 

3.1.3.1. Density of States and band diagram 

Figure 3.7 denotes the density of states and the electronic band structure. Electronic states 

as a function of energy are simulated using the cubic structure composed of Cu, Sb and S atoms. 

The valence band maximum is highly contributed by the orbitals of Cu2, S1 and S2 s while Sb and 

Cu1 have lower influence in the highly occupied orbitals.  From the figure, conduction band 

minimum can be seen as highly influenced from the Sb p orbitals. The dispersion relation plotted 
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in the g → H → N → P → g → N direction predicts a direct electron transition from valence band 

to conduction band. The calculated band structure predicts an optical band gap of 1.4 eV.  

3.1.3.2. Optical Spectra 

 Figure 3.8 corresponds to the frequency dependent optical constants of the structure. The 

electronic excitation of electron can be derived from the equation reported in following references 

[138]. The complex dielectric function over wavelength (equation 10) was resolved using Kohn 

Sham equation of energy levels yielding a matrix with imaginary and real parts of dielectric 

constant. 

𝜺(𝝎) =  𝜀𝑟 + 𝜀𝑖                                           (10) 

Where ε(ω) denotes the complex dielectric function with real dielectric constant (εr = n2-k2) and 

imaginary dielectric constant (εi = 2nk).  

 

Figure 3.7 Density of states a) partial DOS vs. Energy b) Total DOS vs. Energy c) Energy band 

diagram, for the Cu12Sb4S13 unit cell.  
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From figure 3.8, the real part of the dielectric constant has higher values (~11) at shorter 

wavelengths (~ 250 – 700 nm) indicating high energy storing capability on applied electric field 

while longer wavelength such property diminishes. While the imaginary dielectric constant 

increase at longer wavelength (> 800 nm) indicates the absorptive nature of the material in visible 

spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Wavelength dependent optical constants of the simulated Cu12Sb4S13 unit cell a)real 

and imaginary parts of the calculated dielectric constants b) refractive index, (n) extinction (k) and  

coefficients and normalized absorption coefficient. 

3.2. SCAPS 1D  

SCAPS 1D software is used to simulate the solar cell structure of configuration FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, 

S) /Sb2S3/CuSbS2 as shown in Figure 3.9. Simulation is modelled in one dimension throughout the 

layers with junctions formed in physical space. During simulation, parameters which affect the 

efficiency of the solar cell were varied. Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) window layer 

layers are ZnO and ZnO (O, S). Copper antimony sulfide (CuSbS2) is used as absorber layer while 

antimony sulfide (Sb2S3) layer is introduced between absorber and window layer. The effect on 

variation in structural and electronic parameter on the above layers on simulation can give an 

insight to the experimental fabrication of solar cell devices. 
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Figure 3.9 Schematic representation of solar simulation on structure ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Sb2S3/CuSbS2 

i) Effect of thickness of absorber layer in power conversion efficiency  

     The thickness of the absorber layer has a significant effect in the cell performance as shown 

in the J-V characteristics shown in figure 3.10. As the thickness of the absorber layer increases the 

100 nm to 250 nm, the short circuit current density increases significantly while the open circuit 

voltage remains constant.                 

 

Figure 3.10 The effect of thickness in the absorber layer and contour graph on the effect of 

thickness in Jsc and Voc 

 The increase in Jsc is attributed to the increase in the absorption of photon thereby the 

photogenerated charge carriers[139]. The contour zone shown in Figure 3.10 signifies the highest 

Jsc value lies around 250 nm to 300nm where beyond 300 nm a saturation of Jsc as well as Voc is 

observed. The corresponding efficiency and fill factor are given in Table 7.  

FTO 

ZnO 

Zn (O, S) 
Sb2S3 

CuSbS2 

Ag 
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Table 7. Effect of variation of absorber thickness in the solar cell structure 

Absorber 

Thickness 

(nm) 

Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) Fill factor 

(FF) 

Efficiency 

(%) 

100 13 0.706 62 5.6 

150 19.4 0.742 64 9.2 

250 23.73 0.754 65.5 11.7 

 

ii) Effect of carrier concentration in absorber and window layers 

 

The carrier concentration of absorber and window layer plays a significant parameter influencing 

the power conversion of solar devices. The carrier concentrations varied from 1012 to 1018 (1/cm3) 

in absorber layer and window layers as shown in Figure 3.11. From the figure, increase in the 

carrier concentration in absorber layer directly reduces the Jsc and Voc and this effect is primarily 

attributed to the carrier recombination loss at the bulk material and interface. The increase in the 

concentration of acceptor charge carrier proportionally reduces the charge life time of 

photogenerated carrier resulting in the reduction of carriers at the interface [140]. Also, the 

stagnation of low Voc and Jsc by high carrier concentration suggests a lightly doped material can 

effectively act as an efficient absorber material as seen in the figure. 
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Figure 3.11 Effect of carrier concentration of absorber layer in Jsc and Voc of the solar cell 

 

Figure 3.12 shows the effect of carrier concentration in the window layers on Voc and Jsc. Jsc and 

Voc increment on increased carrier concentration can be achieved by doping and post annealing 

treatments. High carrier concentration in window layer allows the depletion region to be more 

penetrated towards the lightly doped p-type CuSbS2 absorber layer, thereby allowing enhanced 

photo carrier generation within the depletion region and effective charge separation because of 

existing electric field, causing enhanced Jsc[141].  

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Effect of carrier concentration of window layer in Jsc and Voc of the solar cell. 

 

iii) Effect of Sb2S3 near intrinsic layer  

 In the proposed structure, Sb2S3 layer with low carrier concentration acts as near intrinsic 

layer with a goal to optimize the interfacial and bulk recombination via passivation of absorber 

bulk defect. The losses in fill factor and recombination are the main efficiency limiting parameters 

in solar cell devices. Passivation of bulk defect density in absorber layer can enhance the current 

density and thus control the efficiency of the solar cell [142]. In the figure 3.13, the open circuit 

voltage has been improved attributed to the better band alignment by the insertion of Sb2S3 

between absorber and CdS window layers by chemical bath deposition  as reported by Y. 

Rodríguez-Lazcano et al. [143]. The short circuit current density rises by the passivation of charge 
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carriers due to the extension of depletion region near intrinsic layer, which in turn increases the 

lifetime thereby enhanced charge extraction. Teimouri et al. reported simulation using CuSbS2 

layer as hole transport layers due to their high absorption coefficient and high hole mobility. A 

low cost, nontoxic and earth abundant materials like copper chalcogenides were proposed as  

absorber and hole transport layers in perovskite solar cells [141]. In the simulation analysis it was 

reported that ternary CuSbS2 layer possesses a lower HOMO level (-5.25 eV) compared to copper 

indium sulfide compounds (-5.43 eV). The major  limiting factor of hetero junction solar cell was 

the conduction band offset (CBO). The value of CBO lies between -0.7 – 0.4 eV shows constant 

Jsc while CBO >0.4 eV cause significant reduction in the Jsc. Sadanad et al. reported the simulation 

studies of CBO of CuSbS2 film in the hetero junction with transparent conductive oxides are well 

matched of the enhanced Jsc [144].  

 

Figure 3.13 Effect of Sb2S3 thickness in the solar cell parameter 

 

Thus,  after knowing the theoretical properties, in the forthcoming chapters, experimental results 

on synthesis, characterization of optical and electronic properties of ZnO, Zn(O,S), Sb2S3, different 

phases of copper antimony sulfides and the devices formed by incorporating these thin films are 

discussed.  
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CHAPTER  4 

Results and Discussion:  Ultrasonically spray pyrolyzed ZnO and Zn (O, S) window layers 

 In this chapter, deposition of ultrasonically spray pyrolyzed ZnO and S incorporated ZnO 

thin films are described. Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers exhibit high optical 

transparency and electrical conductivity. Hence TCOs can easily transmit incident radiation to the 

p-n junction and at the same time act as an electrode for the photogenerated charge carrier 

extraction. In hetero junction devices conduction band offset (CFO) is defined as the mismatch in 

the conduction band minimum edges when semiconductors are aligned. To reduce the mismatch 

this study focuses on anion doping (S2-) in host lattice (ZnO TCOs) which can alter the structural, 

optical and electrical properties thereby improving the band alignment. 

4.1. X - Ray diffraction (XRD) 

 Figure 4.1 shows the diffraction patterns of ZnO and Zn (O, S) thin films deposited at a 

substrate temperature of 400 °C. Sample marked as ZO assigned for the undoped ZnO thin films 

while S incorporated thin films were marked as ZOS. Thioacetamide was used as the S source for 

the anion doping with weight percentage 0.8 and 1.6 % of zinc acetate denotes as ZOS 0.8% and 

ZOS 1.6% as shown in the Figure. In all the cases, only one peak located at 2θ =34.5° is detected 

which is indexed to (002) plane of the hexagonal crystal structure of ZnO (JCPDS # 790205), 

There are no peaks corresponding to any other planes or other crystalline phases present in the 

films. The strong reflection of the (002) plane suggests a preferred orientation of the film growth 

along the c axis perpendicular to the substrate plane, which has the potential to increase charge 

carrier transport. During the process, the film growth tends to reduce the surface energy by 

diffusing atoms into the surface layer with the lowest energy of a specific crystallite. According to 

the Van der Drift model, the nuclei that have the greatest potential for rapid expansion on the 

substrate have a preference for expanding in a certain direction[145]. Nevertheless, the hypothesis 

that is based on the growth to minimize the surface energy, or in this instance (002) planes, is the 

one that is more applicable. Therefore, crystallite development occurs mostly in the direction 

[002], which is perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. This results in an increase in thickness, 

while the orientation distribution shifts towards the crystallographic direction of the surface which 

has the lowest energy[146,147]. During the spray pyrolysis process, it requires greater mobility 
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for the surface atoms, which is a requirement that could be readily achieved through adjusting the 

substrate temperature properly. 

As can be observed in Figure 4.1 a, the diffraction angle (2θ) changes in the case of ZnO:S, shifting 

towards smaller values. Compared to that of the pure ZnO film, the presence of 0.8% sulfur (ZOS 

0.8%) caused the location of the (002) peak to shift from 34.5 to 34.4°, and then to 34.33 ° when 

the sulfur percentage become to 1.6% (ZOS 1.6%). The incorporation of S into ZnO results in the 

deformation of the lattice as well as the presence of (100) and (101) planes that have a very low 

intensity. These planes grow at the cost of (002) oriented crystallites, as seen by the decrease in 

peak intensity shown in the graph. This can be attributed to the possibility  that the S2- (184 pm) 

anions occupying the interstitial or O2-(140 pm) anion sites of the ZnO lattice [148,149]. 

 

Figure 4.1 The diffraction patterns of ZnO and S incorporated ZnO thin films (Zn (O, S)) with 

zoomed inset graph shows the variation on peak position on S incorporation. 

  

 It is observed a rise in distortion as more S2- was incorporated into the film. Figure 4.2b) 

demonstrates that the peak intensity varies with post thermal treatments (mentioned in section 

2.4.1.) indicating improved crystallinity. The influence of thermal treatments on the structure of 
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ZnO:S (0.8%) can be seen in Figure 4.2c). The peak intensity is lowered by vacuum annealing and 

air annealing, but it is increased by rapid thermal treatment. The incorporation of S into the ZnO 

lattice increases the peak broadening, which indicates a decrease in crystallinity compared to 

Figure 4.2 b). 

 

Figure 4.2 Post thermal (Vacuum annealed (VA), Air annealed (AA) and Rapid thermal process 

(RTP) treated samples of b) ZnO and c) S incorporated ZnO thin films. 

The crystallite size was calculated using Scherr’s formula given below (equation 11). 

𝐷 =  
𝐾 𝜆

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                           (11) 

where D is the crystallite size, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray source, β is the full width half 

maximum of the peak and θ is the diffraction angle, K is the shape factor. Table 8 shows the 

calculated crystallite size from Scherr’s equation.  

The crystallite size is  increased on different annealing condition. At elevated temperature 

on annealing the atoms in the grains achieve higher mobility which in turn allows the enhanced 

migration and grains tends to rearrange themselves. This can lead to coalescence of smaller grains 

to larger grains which can be evident in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Crystaline size of the ZnO and Zn (O, S) thin films 

Samples Crystallite size (nm) 

ZO 0.1M 38 

ZO VA 41 

ZO AA 40 

ZO RT 38.5 

ZOS 0.1M 30 

ZOS VA 36 

ZOS AA 32 

ZOS RT 35 

 

4.2. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

Using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, semi-quantitative elemental analysis was performed 

on the samples. Figure 4.3 shows the EDS spectra (Figure 4.3 a) and elemental mapping (Figure 

4.3 b) and c) of 0.1M ZO thin films. The atomic percentages of zinc and oxygen in ZnO thin films 

are 49 and 50.4 %, respectively, validating the stoichiometry of zinc oxide thin films, and no 

additional impurities were detected.  The EDS spectra (Figure 4.4 a) show the purity of the films 

with Zn, O and S and EDS mapping shows the uniform distribution of Zn, O and S elements 

throughout the samples. The atomic percentage of sulfur in the ZnO (ZOS 0.8%) thin films is 0.9% 

along with 47% zinc and 51% oxygen. Table 9 summarizes the atomic percentages of ZnO and S 

incorporated ZnO thin films. The atomic percentages of Zn and O in ZO films remained same 

while ZOS films atomic percentage of Zn is lowered due to the evaporation. The presence of O 

can be summed up from the substrate. So, it can be concluded that the S can occupy the Zn 

interstitials which can be one reason for the lower mobility of the charge carriers in ZOS films. 
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Figure 4.3 a)EDS spectra  and mapping of the elements b) Zn  c) O detected from the sample 

0.1M ZnO.    

             

Figure 4.4 a) EDS spectra and mapping of the elements b) Zn c) O and d) S from the sample 0.1 

M ZOS 
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Table 9. Atomic composition of elements recorded in ZnO thin films. 

 

4.3. X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  

 The XPS analysis was used to evaluate the elemental composition of the surface and the 

respective chemical states of elements in ZnO and ZnO:S samples. The X-ray source AlKα 

(Energy:1486.68 eV, Voltage: 12 keV, Current: 3 ×10-3 A) was coupled with micro-focused X-ray 

monochromator. The binding energy scale calibration and linearity were confirmed using Ag 3d5/2 

peak with FWHM 0.9 eV. A flood gun was used for the charge compensation in sample surface. 

Analysis includes the survey spectrum, high resolution spectra and depth profile. 

 Figure 4.5 a) shows the survey spectrum, fitted peaks of high-resolution Zn and O core 

levels of as prepared and post-thermal treated ZnO thin films. The survey spectrum reveals the 

elemental presence in the sample surface. It was evident from the figure that all peaks identified 

as  the Auger and core electron peaks of the elements Zn and O. In Figure.4.5 b, the core level 

spectra of the as-prepared films consist of Zn 2p3/2 ( B.E-1021 eV and 2p1/2 (B.E-1044.6 eV ) 

doublet peaks separated by 23.1 eV. The B.E values can be  ascribed to Zn2+ state in ZnO [150]. 

Figure. 4.5. c) shows O 1s core level, which can be fitted into two symmetric singlets: OI with 

lower binding energy (530.2 eV) corresponding to the O2- state [151], bonding with Zn2+ in the 

hexagonal wurtzite lattice, and OII with higher binding energy (B.E-532.1 eV) corresponds to the 

weakly bonded O atoms at vacancy sites where theses site can act as electron donor sites, as marked 

in the figure . In the annealed samples, Zn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 binding energy values are apparently the 

Samples Zn % O % O/Zn Samples Zn % O % S% S/O 

ZO 49.5 50.5 1.02 ZOS 47.0 51.7 1.2 0.02 

ZO-VA 49.9 50.1 1.0 ZOS-VA 48.0 51.3 0.6 0.01 

ZO-AA 49.1 50.9 1.03 ZOS-AA 46.9 52.0 1.1 0.02 

ZO-RT 49.6 50.2 1.01 ZOS-RT 47.9 51.5 0.7 0.01 
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same as in the pristine, but the O 1s peak are shifted towards higher values due to changes in the 

chemical environment induced on neighboring oxygen 1s orbitals by the oxygen vacancies 

[152,153]. The vacuum annealed film (ZO VA) exhibit the highest B.E of O 1s peak at 531.2 eV 

and 532.9 eV, as shown in the figure. The relative drop in intensity implies that the atomic 

concentration of OII is lowered, indicating that vacuum annealing created lattice vacancies by 

removing oxygen. In the case of air-annealed samples (ZO AA), OII peak value remains unchanged 

as that of ZO VA. Moreover, rapid thermal treated film (ZO RT) O 1s core level B.E values are 

identical to that of pristine film, indicating no major change in the chemical environment due to 

vacuum annealing or rapid thermal processing. Figure 4.5d) shows the uniform distribution of Zn 

and O present in the sample via depth profile analysis. The peaks position of Zn and O orbital 

confirms the chemical states of Zn2+ and O2- 
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Figure 4.5 XPS spectra of ZnO thin films a) survey spectrum, high resolution spectra of zinc 2p 

b), and oxygen 1s c), and d) depth profile of the elements  detected from ZO 0.1M sample substrate 

to surface. 

 Figure 4.6 a) displays the survey spectrum of a typical ZnO:S (ZOS 0.8%) thin film. Figure 

4.6 b) shows high-resolution core level spectra of Zn 2p levels of as prepared and post-thermal 

treated films of ZnO:S (ZOS 0.8%, ZOS VA, ZOS AA, and ZOS RT). As mentioned earlier, ZnO:S 

(ZOS 0.8%) Zn 2p peak B.E corresponds to 2p3/2 (1021 eV) and 2p1/2 (1044 eV) peaks with B.E 

separation of 23.1 eV. The B.E values are related to the presence of Zn2+ as specified above. The 
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fitted O 1s peaks (OI - 530.1 eV and OII - 531.8 eV) are given in Figure 4.6 c. Oxygen ions in ZnO 

lattice correlates to OI peaks. Fig. 4.6 d) shows weak intense peaks the corresponding S 2p core 

level spectra that can be fitted to 2 p3/2 with B.E of 161.7 eV and 2 p1/2 of 162.9 eV separated by 

1.1 eV as marked.  From the Figure, it is observed that post-thermal treatments reduce S 2p peak 

intensity. In sample ZOS VA, no change in B.E of Zn 2p is noticed, whereas OI (530.7 eV) peak 

is shifted to higher B.E than that that in ZOS. The oxygen peak at B.E 529.9 eV suggests sulfur 

replacement with oxygen due to air annealing. Rapid thermal treated films (ZOS RT) can lose 

sulfur with less oxygen replacement due to reduced O 1s B.E (530.6 eV). Figure 4.5 e) shows the 

depth profile with Zn and O detected throughout the film with the presence of S from the surface 

to substrate. 
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Figure 4.6 XPS spectra of S incorporated Zn (O, S) thin films with a) survey spectrum, high 

resolution spectra of Zn 2p b), O 1s c) and  S 2p d) ions, and depth profile of the elements in ZO 

0.1M detected from substrate to sample surface. 
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4.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Figure 4.7 shows the SEM images which reveal morphology of  as prepared and post thermal 

treated ZnO thin films. In general, the film surfaces are of uniform and compact morphology. ZO 

(Figure 4.7a) and ZO-VA (Figure 4.7 b) samples possess similar features of uniformly distributed 

spherical grains. ZO-AA (Figure 4.7 c) and ZO-RT (Figure 4.7 d) thin film have flake-like or 

faceted grain distributions. Thermally induced grain development mechanism increases kinetic 

energy of atoms or molecules enable them to mobile freely led to facilitate the crystal growth 

[154]. The  diffusion rate of grains were directed to the coalescence of grains which can be related 

from the crystallite size calculation.  The incorporation of sulfur affects ZnO grain development 

(Figure 4.8 a–d). The inhibition of grain growth can be observed on the morphology of S 

incorporated ZnO thin films (Figure 4.7). From the diffraction pattern, crystallite size calculation 

showed reduced size (<34 nm), which can be attributed to retarded crystal growth by S 

incorporation to the ZnO lattice. The  larger ionic radii of S2- anions slowed ZnO grain 

development, where anion dopants can promote localized stress field that act as barrier for the 

grain boundary migration [155]. Using spray pyrolysis deposition method, morphology of the 

films is highly influenced by substrate temperature, type of precursors and annealing temperature. 

Kenankis et al. reported thin films composed of surfaces with inhomogeneously distributed smooth 

granular grains using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis,  in which  the molarity and the substrate 

temperature where highly influenced on the optoelectronic properties[156]. While Ma et al. 

reported that in  ultrasonic spray pyrolysis the sequential increment of substrate temperature led to 

the variation in morphology from closed packed nanosheets to dense equiaxed nanograins [157]. 
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Figure 4.7 Surface morphology of ZnO thin films: a) ZO b) ZO VA c) ZO AA d) ZO RT 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Surface morphology of S incorporated ZnO thin films; a) ZOS b) ZOS VA c) ZOS AA 

d) ZOS RT 

4.5. Optical Properties 

The optical properties ZnO and ZnO:S thin films are shown in Figure. 4.9 (a-d).  Figure. 4.9 a) 

shows the transmittance (T%) and reflectance (R%) spectra of ZnO thin films on posting thermal 

treatments. The visible and NIR (non-absorbing region) spectra of the ZnO thin films reveal above 

80% transmittance and ~15% reflectance (Figure 4.9 a). ZnO:S films show transmittance was 
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reduced (<80%) on S incorporating in thin films (Figure. 4.9c). The introduction of scattering 

centers on the anion incorporation on host lattice affect the grain boundaries can also attributed to 

the lower transmittance of the incident radiation. In the Figure, interference patterns composed of 

the transmittance maxima coincides with reflectance minima indicating specularly reflecting 

nature of homogeneous and smooth surfaces of the films, that prevent scattering due to surface 

roughness. Figure. 4.9b) illustrates absorbance vs. wavelength spectra where absorbance is 

calculated using the equation (12) given below: 

                                               Absorbance = 𝑙𝑛
(1−𝑅)2

𝑇
                                             (12) 

 Where T indicates transmittance and R as reflectance at a specific wavelength obtained from 

the respective spectra of the films.  The optical band gap corresponding to a direct allowed 

transition is calculated using the given equation (15). 

                                          (𝛼ℎʋ)2 = 𝐴(ℎʋ − 𝐸𝑔)                                                     (13) 

where α denotes the absorption coefficient at frequency ν, n reveals the nature of the transition 

involved, and possible values of n are 2, 1/2, and 2/3 for direct allowed, indirect allowed, and 

forbidden direct transition respectively and where Eg defines the optical band gap. Fig 7b) 

displays absorption spectra of as prepared and post thermal treated ZnO thin films.   The optical 

band gap values are computed from the Tauc plots of (αhν)2 vs hν. as given inset in Figure 4.9 

b). In the Figure, optical band gap (Eg) is calculated by linearly extrapolating the (αhν)2 to hν 

axis. The linear plots show a straight line spanning to h axis at 3.2 eV corresponding to  αhν 

= 0   for ZnO thin film. Similarly, the optical band gap of Zn (O, S) thin films is also evaluated 

as shown in Figure. 4.9 d). From the figure it is clear that S incorporation in ZnO reduces the 

optical band gap to 2.8 eV and this may be due to  S doping-induced intra band states which in 

turn decreases the optical band gap [158]. For Zn(O,S) vacuum annealed (VA) and air annealed 

(AA) films, the absorption edge shows a shift to longer wavelength in the spectra due to an 

increase in the defect states present in the  thin films [159] and change in the structural disorder 

induced bond angle and length creates defects near band edges due to dopants [160]. 

Substitutional dopant ions can produce empty electron states in the conduction band, which 

shifts the absorbance spectra to longer wavelengths. Incorporation of S in the ZnO lattice can 

alter the electronic density of states which affects the probability of electronic transition from 
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valence band to conduction band and that can influence in the  absorption of incident radiation 

[161]. Together, the localized energy states introduce in the band gap by the incorporation of S 

in the ZnO lattice led to the shift in the absorption edges which was evident in the theoretical 

simulation of density of states and band diagram of ZnO and Zn (O, S) unit cells.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Optical properties of ZnO and Zn(O,S)thin films: Transmittance(T) and Reflectance 

(R)spectra  of a) ZnO thin films(ZO 0.1M, ZO VA, ZO AA, ZO RT) b) absorption spectra of ZnO 

films  with optical band gap is given as inset, c) Zn (O, S) thin films (ZOS 0.1M, ZOS VA, ZOS 

AA, ZOS RT) d) absorption spectra with optical band are given as inset in the graph.   
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 4.6. Electrical Properties  

  Electrical properties of the thin films; resistivity, carrier concentration, and mobility of 

ZnO and ZnO:S thin films were evaluated as listed in Table 10. All the samples exhibit negative 

Hall coefficients, indicating that the bulk charge carriers are electrons, and hence the conductivity 

is n-type. Due to their limited mobility and low carrier concentration, samples ZO 0.1M and ZOS 

0.1M show comparatively high resistance, as seen in the Table. The vacuum annealed films (ZO 

VA and ZOS VA), on the other hand, exhibit the highest conductivity due to their high carrier 

concentration and mobility. The sheet resistance values of 67 and 470 Ω/□ for ZO VA and ZOS 

VA are among the lowest values reported for such TCO films. The reported value shows sheet 

resistance of ZNO TCO layers were 0.7 - 1.2 × 103 Ω/□ [76]. This may be due to annealing induced 

oxygen vacancies and Zn interstitials, both of which are donor states, to form in ZO VA, increasing 

the electron concentration [162] and changing both the optical and electrical properties of the 

material.  

  Apart from ZO AA and ZOS AA films, all the samples exhibit high mobility, which can 

be attributed to the high crystallite nature of the films. The mobility of the electrons is restricted 

by the scattering centers of the ionized atoms [163].  During the analysis of substrate and annealing 

temperature of the highly oriented thin film, it was reported that lowered resistivity of the films 

varied from (1.1 – 6.3 ×10-2) (Ωcm). The main reason can be attributed to the presence of oxygen 

vacancies and reduced density of grain boundary scattering centers raised mainly from adsorbed 

oxygen [164,165]. The overall resistivity of S incorporated ZnO thin films were reported to 

increase due to the decrease in electron carrier mobility arise from the scattering introduced by the  

disorder [166]  reflected in the diffraction pattern of crystal growth discussed in section 4.1. 
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Table 10. Electrical properties of the ZnO and Zn (O, S) thin films  

 

Thus, after setting up the spray for TCO films, deposition of antimony sulfide thin films 

were explained in the next chapter. In this case, before starting with copper antimony sulfide thin 

 

Samples 

 

Resistivity 

(Ωcm) 

 

Bulk 

Concentration 

(cm -3) 

 

Mobility 

(cm2/Vs) 

 

Sheet 

Resistance 

(Ω/□) 

 

ZO 0.1 M 

 

 

1.4 ×10-1 

 

7.5 ×1018 

 

5.7 

 

3 × 103 

 

ZO VA 

 

1.5 ×10-3 

 

4.2 ×1020 

 

14 

 

67 

 

ZO AA 

 

 

12 × 10-1 

 

2.0 ×1018 

 

2.7 

 

16.6 × 103 

 

ZO RT 

 

3 ×10-2 

 

1.2 ×1019 

 

16 

 

350 

 

ZOS 0.1M 

 

 

8.3 ×10-2 

 

6.4 ×1019 

 

1.1 

 

3 × 104 

 

ZOS VA 

 

5.2 × 10-3 

 

8.7×1019 

 

12 

 

4.7 × 102 

 

ZOS AA 

 

 

65 ×101 

 

1.9 ×1018 

 

5 ×10-1 

 

48 × 104 

 

ZOS RT 

 

5.2 × 10-2 

 

1.6 ×1019 

 

10 

 

9.8 × 102 
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films, a systematic study on the thin film formation using a precursor containing only Sb and S 

sources.  Effects of substrate temperature, annealing temperature and time, variation in molar ratio 

of precursor solution are analyzed.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Results and discussion: Sb2S3 thin film growth by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis 

This chapter discusses the growth and optoelectronic properties of Sb2S3, prepared as a 

first step towards the synthesis of Cu-Sb-S films and thus to understand the growth dynamics due 

to variation in Sb/S ratio in the precursor solution prior to incorporating copper. Moreover, Sb2S3 

possesses a near-ideal optical band gap (1.6-1.9 eV) and a high absorption coefficient (>105 cm-1) 

for PV applications. Sb2S3 films are known for their structural and thermal stability [167] reported 

as a crucial role in solar cell devices especially in interface engineering in heterojunction devices 

with improved charge extraction and reduced recombination losses.  

5.1. X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 

Figure 5.1. shows the diffraction patterns of thin films obtained by ultrasonically sprayed precursor 

solutions containing SbCl3 and C2H5NS at different conditions. The patterns of the films formed 

at substrate temperatures of 170, 200, 230, 260, and 290 °C are given in Figure 5.1 a) along with 

photos of the respective samples. Low intense peaks are present at 2 = 11.1, 15.7, 17.5, 22.3, 

24.8, 28.5, 32.6, 35.6, 40.3, 45.4 and 47.3 ° and the respective peak intensity increases as the 

substrate temperature increases from 170 °C to 200 °C.  These peaks are indexed as (110), (200), 

(120), (220), (130), (320), (140), (420), (141), (440), and (151) planes corresponding to 

orthorhombic Sb2S3 (JCPDS # 42-1393) as given in the figure. For the films formed at 200 °C, all 

the peaks are more pronounced implying increased crystallinity as depicted in the figure. As the 

substrate temperature increases from 230 to 260 °C, the intensity of Sb2S3 peaks diminishes and 

Sb2O3 peaks (JCPDS # 721334) originate, and at 290 °C, oxide phase predominates as marked in 

the figure.  In addition, the dark Sb2S3 films become transparent due to the formation of Sb2O3 as 

seen in the inset photos. The diffraction patterns also indicate that Sb2S3 thin films grow along 

(220) directions perpendicular to the substrate. 

Moreover, crystallographic characterization is also analyzed for the films formed by 

changing the Sb/S molar ratio in the precursor solution as depicted in Figure 5.1 b) and c). By 

adjusting Sb concentration (for a given S concentration of 0.07M) and S concentration (for a given 

Sb molarity 0.017M), the films formed using solutions containing Sb/S ratios 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.11, 
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0.28, 0.34 to 0.4.  Further increase in the molar ratio of Sb/S  0.4, there was precipitation in the 

precursor solution. In most of the reports of Sb2S3 prepared by spray deposition technique, as-

prepared Sb2S3 films were amorphous [168] due to the presence of a complexing agent. The 

complexing agent could lead to the formation of the amorphous structure due to the binding of Sb 

and S ions forming coordination complexes.  The complexing agent with metal ions could disrupt 

the regular crystallization forming stable complexes, such a complexes stabilizes the solution but 

reduced mobility and disrupt the nucleation of the particle [169].  

 

Figure 5.1 Diffraction pattern of sample deposited at different substrate temperature b) sample 

deposited at 200 °C with Sb molar variation b) Variation of S molar ratio.  

According to the XRD analysis, optimized thin films were produced at 200 °C using a 

precursor solution with a molar ratio of 0.017 M SbCl3 / 0.07 M C2H5NS. Further studies were 

done on the effect of postdeposition treatments, as given in Figure 5.2 in which the diffraction 
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patterns of the films vacuum annealed at 350, 375, and 400 °C for 30 min are plotted. For 350 °C 

annealed films, (220) planes show relatively higher intensity. Further, as the annealing temperature 

increased, weak Sb2O3 peaks (marked by * in the figure) appear in the case of 375 °C sample.  

Also, both Sb2S3 and Sb2O3 peaks strengthen as the temperature rises to 400 °C, reducing the 

respective FWHMs. However, rapid thermal processing of the films at 400 °C for 1, 3, and 5 

minutes display only Sb2S3 peaks. Thus, rapid treatment at 400 °C increases crystallinity and 

orientation without changing the composition or decomposition of Sb2S3 thin films.  

Further insight into the growth process was quantified in terms of the texture coefficient 

(TC) calculated for (220) plane. TC (220) corresponds to the as prepared, 350 °C vacuum, and 1 min 

RTP annealed samples, which are 1.4, 1.7, and 1.8, respectively. These values of texture coefficient 

(TC) >1 indicate a preferential orientation of (220) perpendicular to the substrate plane[169]. 

 

Figure 5.2. Post thermal treatments of as prepared sample a) vacuum annealed b) RTP. 
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To confirm the phase identification, Rietveld refinement analysis of the diffraction pattern of the 

in situ grown film at 200 °C   was performed as in Figure 5.3, using the structural analysis program 

on the GSAS-II software [56]. The result supports the phase purity of the sample. The weighted 

profile factor (Rw) and goodness of fit (GoF) showed discrepancy indices of 3.55% and 1.16, 

respectively. The weighted profile factor (Rw) indicates covariance of the variables within 

experimental and standard profile. The lower the Rw value better the observed data is aligned to 

standard profile.  Goodness of fit (GoF) shows how standard data fit to the observed data. The 

lower the value of GoF, the higher the fitting parameters matches with experimental and observed 

data.  Rw and GoF data show refinement accuracy, validating the formation of pure orthorhombic 

Sb2S3 with the lattice parameters a = 11.3206 Å, b = 3.7947 Å, and c = 11.9326 Å. 

 

Figure 5.3. Rietveld refinement of Sb2S3 thin film deposited at 200 °C. 

 The diffraction peak broadening analysis was done to evaluate the respective crystallite size and 

lattice strain values of the films. For this, Williamson-Hall (W-H) plots were made using the 

following equations (14) from the corresponding XRD pattern. The contribution from the 

instrumental broadening was determined using a LaB6 reference. Figure 5.4. shows the W-H 

graphs for the 200 °C as sprayed and post treated films (vacuum annealed at 350 °C and 1 min 
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RTP at 400 °C). The plots are based on the dominant planes (110), (120), and (220). From the 

intercepts and slopes of the W-H straight-line plots, crystallite size (D) and lattice strain (ε), are 

directly calculated. 

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =  𝜀𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 +  
𝐾𝜆

𝐷
            (14) 

where β is the total FWHM due to crystallite size and strain, K is the shape factor (0.9), and λ is 

the X-ray wavelength (1.54056 Å). β is the FWHM of the diffraction peak. The crystallite size 

values of the as prepared, 350 °C vacuum annealed, and 1 min RTP Sb2S3 films were 26, 32, and 

40 nm. Corresponding strain values of the thin films were ε = 0.00224, 0.000710, 0.0009. The 

increased crystallite size (D) and TC (220) value greater than unity for annealed samples indicate 

improved thin film grain growth along preferential oriented plane.   

 

Figure 5.4. W-H plot a) as prepared samples at 200 °C b) vacuum annealed sample 350 °C / 30 

min c) rapid thermal processing 400 °C / 1 min. 
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Thus, by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis, polycrystalline Sb2S3 thin films were formed in situ at 

substrate temperatures of 170, 200 and 230 °C by the dissociation and reaction of SbCl3 and 

C2H5NS.  In other solution based techniques,  amorphous Sb2S3 thin films were formed [170]  

During chemical bath the orientation of crystal growth directed to (130) planes was reported. The 

texture coefficient increased with post-deposition treatments [171].  

5.2. Raman Spectroscopy 

The Raman spectra of the as prepared and annealed films are shown in Figure 5.5. It can be 

observed from the figure that there are nine Raman peaks that correspond to the frequencies 51, 

62, 72, 109, and 254 cm-1 as well as a broad peak that is mostly centered about 300 cm-1. These 

bands have vibrational frequency value ranges that are consistent with our theoretical calculations 

(section 3.2.2. and Figure 3.5) as shown in the Figure. The S-Sb-S bending vibrations (Ag) are 

accountable for the formation of the symmetric modes at 62, 72, 150, 270, and 287 cm-1, whereas 

the antisymmetric modes for the Sb-S stretching bond are involved in the formation of the wider 

peaks at 51, 109, 304, and 312 cm-1. The occurrence of a strong preferred orientation of the Sb2S3 

films is reflected in a higher number of symmetric (Ag) modes in the Raman spectra. One of the 

characteristics features of the Raman spectrum of  Sb2S3 is the broad peak around 300 cm -1. The  

broad peak are be originated from the Sb-S and S=S vibrational modes [172,173].  

 

Figure 5.5. Raman spectra of a) as prepared sample, b) vacuum annealed and c) RTP sample.  
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5.3. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 

The ratio of atomic percentages (Sb/S) obtained from EDS was 0.64 for the as-prepared 

films, implying, nearly stoichiometric elemental ratio in correlation with stibnite phase Sb2S3 as 

shown in Table 11. The elemental ratios of the Sb2S3 films that were deposited at 170  and 230 °C 

are shown Table.  The same stoichiometric ratio remains constant at 170 ° C as it does at 200 °C. 

Since oxygen is incorporated into the compound at higher temperatures (230 °C), the ratio grows. 

This is evidenced by the presence of Sb2O3, which is apparent from diffraction patterns. It is 

plausible that an insignificant quantity of sulfur was evaporated during the annealing process, 

which led to a gradual increase in the ratio after annealing (0.68 and 0.67). The EDS mapping 

shown in figure 5.6 confirms the uniform distribution of elements by the visual representation. The 

regions of scans were 1 × 1 cm2 which reveals no variation of compositions and thus relative 

concentration of elements were constant. As the substrate temperature increases to 230° C the S 

presence diminishes compared to Sb because of the decomposition of Sb2S3. In post thermal 

treatments, the relative atomic concentration in the samples was constant, and the elemental 

distribution was observed uniform. 

Table 11 Atomic percentage of sample deposited at different substrate temperatures (170- 230 °C) 

and post thermal treated samples. 

 

Samples 

 

Sb 

 

S 

 

Sb/S 

170 ℃ 40.44 59.56 0.68 

200 ℃ 38.4 59 0.65 

230 °C 54.52 45.52 1.2 

Vacuum Annealed 

350 °C / 30 min 

 

37.22 

 

54.45 

 

0.68 

RTP 400 °C/ 1 min 38.23 56.41 0.67 
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Figure 5.6. EDS mapping of the Sb2S3 samples with mapping of the samples deposited at different 

substrate temperature 170, 200, 230 °C and post thermal annealed samples (vacuum annealed and 

RTP) 
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5.4. X - ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  

XPS analysis was used to confirm the elemental composition and the respective chemical 

states of Sb2S3 sample. Both survey spectrum and high-resolution core level spectra were recorded 

after sample surface etching using Ar+ (2 keV) ion. The survey peak pattern indicates the core 

level and Auger peaks of Sb and S in the sample, which are shown in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7 (a) 

shows the survey spectrum of a typical film (200 °C sprayed sample). High resolution core level 

spectra of Sb 3d and S 2p are analyzed as shown in Figure. 5.7 (b) and (c) to comprehend the 

different chemical states. The adventitious carbon (C1s) peak at 284.6 eV used for the calibration 

of binding energies from the core peaks, together a flood gun coupled with the spectrometer for 

the charge compensation. As seen in the Figure, the Sb 3d and S 2 p core level spectra are fitted 

using the Gaussian-Lorentzian sum function and Shirley type background. The doublet peaks 

intensity ratio and FWHM were maintained for the peak fitting. Sb 3d is a doublet composed of 

spin orbit couples 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 peaks that are 9.4 eV apart according to Figure. 5.7(b).  Peaks 

with binding energies of 539.28 and 529.88 eV may be attributed to Sb3+ states in Sb2S3 [174–

176]. As seen in the Figure, the additional shoulder peaks at 538.18 and 528.88 eV and are those 

of metallic antimony (Sb0), which may have been formed by a sputter-induced reduction action 

brought on by Ar+ etching. The fitted peaks marked at 163.17 and 162.01 with B.E separation of 

1.16 eV, are S 2p (Figure. 5.7(c)) doublet comprises spin orbit peaks of 2p 1/2 and 2p 3/2, which 

are consistent with the properties of sulfides (S2- state) [177]. The presence of Sb and S can be 

seen from the film surface to the depth at which Si and O from the substrate were detected in 

Figure. 5.7 d) using the depth profile analysis. 
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Figure 5.7: XPS analysis of Sb2S3 thin films at 200 ℃ (a) survey spectrum, high resolution core 

level spectra of (b) Sb 3d and (c) S 2p and (d) depth profile binding energy analysis. 

 

5.5. Morphology 

Morphology of Sb2S3 films were analyzed using SEM given in Figure 5.8. The micrographs of the 

phase pure films deposited at 200 ° C (as prepared (Figure 5.8.a)), vacuum annealed (Figure 5.8. 

b) and RTP (Figure 5.8.c) are seen. Figure 5.8 a) shows grain size approximately 40 nm distributed 

uniformly. The vacuum annealed sample (Figure 5.8 b) produced tight grain boundaries and less 

porous surface morphology while RTP treated sample (Figure 5.8 c) is composed of surface with 

coalesced grains. The annealing process led to the coalescence of grains to form compact structure 

which can affect the electrical charge carrier transport. Sb2S3 films recrystallize by vacuum 
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annealing and rapid thermal processing as evident from the respective morphologies of high spatial 

homogeneity and compact grain nature [57]. Figure 5.9 a) and b) shows the samples deposited at 

different substrate temperatures 170 and 230 °C. Sample possess rod shape structure with 

nonuniform distribution of grains throughout the sample surfaces. In spray pyrolysis, substrate 

temperature affects surface morphology by changing grain shape and size [56]. Figure 5.9 c) shows 

the cross-section image of as deposited thin film with measured thickness of 480 nm. 

 

Figure 5.8 As prepared sample of Sb2S3 thin films with as prepared sample (a), vacuum annealed 

(b) and RTP (c) 
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Figure 5.9 Morphology of the samples deposited at a) 170 °C and b) 230 °C, c) Sample cross 

section with thickness 480 nm. 

5.6. Optical properties 

The transmittance and reflectance spectra in the wavelength range of 400-2500 nm of the 

phase pure samples are analyzed to evaluate optical characteristics. Figure 5.10 shows the 

transmission spectra of 200 °C sprayed sample and the thermal treated films. In the figure, samples 

exhibited interference patterns at longer wavelengths and a steep curve around the absorption edge 

near visible range (600 -750 nm). The transmission maximum and reflectance minimum (vice 

versa) at the same incident wavelength ensured optical homogeneity of the films. Figure 5.10 b) 

displays the respective absorbance spectra calculated absorbance as a function of incident 

wavelength for phase pure sample with post thermal treated sample and optical bandgap value is 

determined using Tauc plot in Figure 5.10 (c-e). Equation (15) shown in section 4.5 shows the 

equation used for the calculation of optical band gap. For the direct electronic transition from 

valence band to conduction band; n = 2 values are assigned. 

c)

) 
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Figure 5.10 Optical properties of the Sb2S3 thin films; a) Transmittance and  reflectance vs 

wavelength of as prepared thin films with post thermal treated samples b) Absorbance vs 

wavelength of the as prepared sample with post thermal treated samples. Tauc plots to evaluate 

optical band gaps c) as sprayed deposited at 200 °C d) sample vacuum annealed at 350 °C/30 min 

and e) RTP treated sample 400 °C/ 30 min. 

Theoretical studies on density of states and band diagram predict the direct electron 

transition from valence band to conduction band. From Figure 5.10 (c-e) the band gap value of the 

prepared sample deposited at 200 °C was determined and the value of optical band gap is calculated 

as 1.63 eV for as the prepared, 1.62 eV for vacuum annealed and rapid thermal processed samples 

consistent with our theoretical calculations. There is no significant change in the optical band gap 

observed on post thermal treated samples. The presence of hump-like curve in absorbance vs 

wavelength spectra can be attributed to the presence of defective states where intra band electron 
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transitions occur. Strong absorbance caused by accelerated electronic transitions and 

morphologically, a reduction in the crystallite size might be responsible for the modest shift in the 

band gap value edge. Figure 5.11 shows the variation of transmittance and reflectance vs 

wavelength of as prepared sample deposited at 170 and 230 °C substrate temperature shows lower 

interference patterns, revealing the powdery surfaces.  Effect of different vacuum annealing 

condition on the thin films are shown in Figure 5.11 b) and effect of rapid thermal annealing is 

shown in Figure 5.11 c).  

 

 

Figure 5.11 Transmittance and reflectance vs wavelength a) various substrate temperature 170 and 

230 °C b) samples exposed to various vacuum annealing temperature c) effect of varied time on 

rapid thermal annealing d) thin films with variation of S d) and Sb e) molar ratio on precursor 

solution. 
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The S and Sb variations on the precursor solution provide different optical properties on the films 

in Figure 5.11 d) and e). By varying Sb/S ratio, the optical band gap varies from 1.6 – 2.3 eV which 

can be attributed to the presence of oxides of antimony widens the band gap. The optical band gap 

was reported as tuned from 1.4 – 2.2 eV using different spray parameters (spray rate and carrier 

gas pressure ) attributed to the different morphologies by  spray pyrolysis[178–180]. Using 

chemical bath deposition and spin coating methods, the reported optical band gap lies in the range 

of 1.5 – 1.8 eV, mostly indirect band gap[170,181,182]. 

5.7. Electrical properties 

Table 12 Electrical properties of Sb2S3 thin films   

 

Sb2S3 thin films 

Carrier concentration 

× 1013 (cm -3) 

Conductivity 

× 10-4 (Ω-1cm-1) 

 

Mobility 

(cm2 / Vs) 

As prepared 

(200 ℃ sprayed) 

0.02 3.35 2 

350 ℃/ 30 min 

vacuum annealed 

2.1 4.64 7 

RTP 400 ℃ / 1 min 9.3 5.64 3 

Table 12 reveals the Hall effect measurements of as sprayed and post thermal treated Sb2S3 

thin films.  From the table, all the films show p type conductivity and carrier concentrations are 

relatively very low. The as sprayed Sb2S3 thin films possess lower carrier concentration and lower 

mobility of carriers hence lower conductivity observed. The post thermal treated samples show 

enhanced Hall effect measurements. As the diffraction pattern reveals the crystallinity of the 

samples were improved thereby carrier concentration and mobility were improved reflected in the 

conductivity. Thereby low conductivity of the as prepared samples is enhanced by post thermal 

conditions. Improved crystallinity can contribute to the better mobility of the charge carrier 

together with  the presence of donor defect (sulfur vacancies)  can cause holes in valence band 

thereby  hole carrier concentration can be increased [183].  
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The cyclic photocurrent response (8 cycles) was measured using 50 W halogen lamp (30 W/cm2) 

at a bias of 10 V of samples; a) as prepared sample deposited at 200 °C b) vacuum annealed sample 

at 350 °C/ 30 min c) rapid thermal annealed sample at 400 °C/1 min as shown in Figure 5.12. In 

the figure, as prepared and posted thermal treated samples are photoconductive. The 

photogenerated current is enhanced on annealing which can be attributed to the better crystallinity 

and charge carrier transport of the thin films which can be correlated to the diffraction pattern and 

morphology analyzes. In the figure the photosensitivity of the samples was calculated using 

equation 15:  

𝑆(%)  =  
𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡   −    𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 

𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
   × 100                (15) 

Where S defines the photosensitivity, Ilight and IDark are the illuminated and dark current. The 

sensitivity values correspond to 200 °C sprayed sample, vacuum annealed sample at 350 °C / 30 

min and rapid thermal sample at 400 °C / 1 min are 186, 275 and 220 ( % ) respectively. A rapid 

photocurrent, rise and decay under ON and OFF conditions and this suggests Sb2S3 thin films as 

photodetector in the photoconductive mode.  Rise time defined as the time required for the current 

to reach 90 % of the photocurrent and decay time defined as the time required to reach the current 

to the 10% of photocurrent were calculated; for the as prepared sample rise / decay time was 0.9/1 

sec and for the vacuum annealed and rapid thermal processed films 0.3/0.38 and 0.25/0.29 seconds 

respectively.  

The photocurrent response of the films formed by varying the substrate temperatures, Sb/S molar 

ratios, vacuum annealing temperature (350 – 400 °C), rapid thermal processing time (1-5 min) are 

also analyzed as displayed in Figure 5.13. Figure corresponds to the photoresponse variation of 

substrate temperature from (170  – 260 °C). Sample deposited at 200 °C shows the highest 

photocurrent at bias of 10 V compared to lower and higher deposition temperature. Variation of 

vacuum annealing temperature from 350 – 200 °C on the sample deposited at 200 °C is recorded 

and inferred that sample annealed at 350 °C as well as the rapid thermal annealed sample at 400 

°C for 1 min shows enhanced photocurrent. Improved photocurrent during the deposition and 

annealing temperature and time confirms the carrier life time was improved under these conditions, 

similar reports states the same observations [178,184,185]   
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Figure 5.12 Photo response of the Sb2S3 samples deposited at 200 °C b) vacuum annealed sample 

at 350 °C/ 30 min c) rapid thermal annealed sample at 400° C/1 min. 
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Figure 5.13 Photo response of the samples corresponding to substrate temperature deposited at 170 

– 260 °C, vacuum annealed and rapid thermal annealed sample and varied Sb/S molar ratio. 
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Using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis deposition technique, Sb2S3 thin films were deposited on 

glass substrates at different substrate temperatures (170 – 230 °C), From the diffraction pattern the 

crystallization of film was slowly begins at 170 °C and improved on higher temperature but beyond 

230 °C, diffraction pattern confirms the presence of oxides. This can be reasoned that at higher 

temperature the film decomposed, and film growth led to the oxide formation. Later the sample 

deposited at 200 °C were exposed to post thermal treatments, vacuum annealing (350 °C /30 min 

and rapid thermal treatments (400 °C/ 1 min). Diffraction pattern analysis revealed an in-situ 

crystallization of thin films. Annealing treatments improve the crystallinity of the samples which 

was evident from the texture coefficient and W-H plots. Morphology analysis reveals a uniform 

distribution of spherical particles over the sample surface which can enhance the charge carrier 

transport. The chemical analysis confirmed the elemental and chemical states of the elements 

present in the samples. The optical and electrical properties revealed the effect of substrate 

temperature, annealing temperature, time and atomic composition are highly influential to the 

Sb2S3 thin films. In this section reveals a systematic analysis on controlled crystal growth of   Sb2S3 

 thin film and optoelectronic properties of antimony sulfide thin films. The key factor affecting the 

crystal growth of Sb2S3 thin films was suitable thermal energy provided for the decomposition of 

constituent chemicals during the deposition and later led to the nucleation of films growth. Spray 

pyrolyzed deposition technique is a facile method to tune the film growth by varying different 

parameters such as temperature, spray rate, carrier gas pressure etc. Hence a direct method to 

influence the optoelectronic properties of the films were widely reported for the chalcogenide thin 

films[186–189]. 

Binary Sb2S3 faces intrinsic defect lowers the PV application. Such device properties can 

be engineered to incorporation of transition metal. The following chapter includes the analysis of 

incorporating transition metal (Cu) into antimony sulfide thin films and formation of different 

phases of copper antimony sulfide . 
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CHAPTER 6 

Results and discussion 

In situ growth of different phases of copper antimony sulfide thin films by ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis  

This chapter describes deposition of different phases of copper antimony sulfide thin films 

using a single step ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. It includes identification of phases and evaluation of 

optoelectronic properties of copper antimony sulfide thin films formed at a given substrate 

temperature by varying systematically precursor concentrations. Further, electrical conductivity of 

the thin films can also be controlled to exhibit semiconducting or semi metallic behavior. This 

chapter is organized into two parts, the first part focuses on investigation on synthesis of 

tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13)   thin films and the second part discusses the formation of chalcostibite 

(CuSbS2) thin films. 

6.1 Phase identification 

6.1. 1 Varying Copper in Sb2S3 precursor 

Figure 6.1 shows the diffraction patterns of copper incorporated Sb2S3 thin films, a systematic 

approach. The concentration of copper chloride dihydrate varied from 0.0004 – 0.02 M as labelled 

in the figure. The molar ratio of antimony and sulfur was 0.017 M and 0.07 M respectively as 

optimized for the deposition of phase pure Sb2S3 thin films. It was observed that all peaks 

corresponded to the binary phases of copper and antimony and diffraction peaks were well matched 

with the standard binary phases: orthorhombic Cu2S (JCPDS data #230961) and Sb2S3 (JCPDS 

data # 421393).  In the case of 0.0004 M Cu, only weak peaks of   Sb2S3 (#421393) are detected 

as marked in the figure. As the molarity increases (0.0008 and 0.00012), along with Sb2S3 peaks, 

peaks due to Cu2S start to emerge. Interestingly, a gradual increment of copper molarity (0.0004 

M) diminishes the Sb2S3 crystallite growth, and Cu2S phase becomes dominant as seen in the 

figure. XRD results reveal that for the given concentration of Sb, and S, the sole variation of Cu 

molarity produces only binaries.     Also, it is evident that the significant structural changes leading 

to the crystal growth take place in the region of Cu molarity 0.0012 – 0.004M (shaded in figure 
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6.1). So, it is necessary to vary molar ratios of both copper and antimony simultaneously while 

keeping the sulfur molar ratio kept constant due to high volatility of sulfur. 

 

Figure 6.1 Diffraction pattern of the thin films formed by varying copper chloride, molar ratio 

from 0.0004 – 0.02M, on 0.017M antimony and 0.07 M sulfur.  

Figure 6.2 displays the structure analysis of Cu-Sb-S thin films deposited by 

simultaneously varying (Cu and Sb). Thin films with varied (S/Cu+Sb) molar ratio are labelled as 

CAS12.5, CAS 8.8, CAS 4.7 and CAS3.5.   

6.1. 2 Varying S/(Cu+Sb) ratio in the precursor 

The copper and antimony molarities were varied simultaneously in the precursor solution. 

The varied molar ratio is equated to (S/Cu+Sb) 
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Figure 6.2 a) represents the thin films deposited at 200 °C. The diffraction patterns recorded for 

the as-prepared thin films exhibit poor crystallinity. From the figure, there is an indication of a 

peak at 2θ = 29.9  in both CAS12.5 and CAS8.8 and this feeble peak disappears as the ratio 

decreases further. Figure 6.2 b) reveals the corresponding Raman spectra in which peaks at 267, 

325, 352 and 480 cm-1 are detected in all the samples as marked. The peaks centered at 480 cm-1 

are correlated with the presence of binary phase of Cu2S which was absent in the diffraction pattern 

[190] and peaks centered at  267, 325 and  352 cm-1 could be  due  to amorphous Sb2S3 [187].  The 

diffraction patterns recorded for vacuum annealed films are given in Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.2 a) Diffraction pattern of as prepared Cu-Sb-S thin films prepared by varying S/(Sb+Cu) 

molar ratio 12.5, 8.8, 4.7 and 3.5 and b) Raman spectra of the corresponding films. 

 

From the Figure, 400 ℃ annealed films (400CAS12.5, 400CAS8.8, 400CAS4.7, and 

400CAS3.5) display polycrystalline nature with well-defined diffraction peaks. In 400CAS12.5 

sample, peaks at 2θ = 17.7, 24.4, 29.9, 32.4, 34.7, 36.9, 44.7, 48.2, and 49.9 ° are detected as 

marked in the figure.  These peaks can be indexed with (200), (220), (222), (321), (400), (330), 

(510), (521), and (440) planes corresponding to bcc Cu12Sb4S13 (ICDD # 01-084-9456) as indicated 

in the Figure. In 400CAS8.8, similar peaks with improved intensity are observed and intensity 
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decreases as the ratio is 4.7 and less. Further, it can be seen that all the films are likely to grow the 

(222) planes perpendicular to the substrate plane. Figure 6.3 b) illustrates the crystalline nature of 

the film grown by spraying the precursor volume to 100 ml. In this case, the presence of discrete 

peaks, as noted in the figure, provides compelling evidence of in situ growth of polycrystalline 

Cu12Sb4S13 thin films. These peaks are well-defined even in the as sprayed films highlighting the 

importance of increasing the spray solution volume to 100 ml to obtain sufficient thickness to grow 

crystalline films.  

Considering the significance of reduced device processing temperatures, XRD analysis of 

CAS12.5 and CAS8.8 films annealed at 350 °C is performed as shown in Figure 6.3 c. The pattern 

demonstrates that as sprayed films turned to polycrystalline even at lower annealing temperature. 

In the case of other methods  based on various multistage procedures of powder synthesis followed 

by  spin coating, or physical vapour deposition required higher temperature (350-400 °C) post-

treatments to obtain  polycrystalline  Cu12Sb4S13[96,191,192].  

 Rietveld refinement was utilized to investigate the phase purity of 400CAS12.5 and 

400CAS8.8 samples as shown in Figure 6.3 e) and f) respectively. Refinements were made to 

obtain the structural characteristics, including atomic position, preferential orientation direction, 

profile function, and partial orientation correction. In both samples, the profiles are the bcc 

structured Cu12Sb4S13 belonging to space group I-43m (217) with lattice parameter a = b = c = 

10.3432 Å and α = β = γ = 90 °. These results well matched with our theoretical simulation and 

corresponding crystal structure is given in Figure 6.3 h). 

Based on the characteristics of the unit cell, density of Cu12Sb4S13 was calculated as 5.0005 

g/cm3, and its mass absorption 186.6 cm2/g. As shown in the respective figures (Figure 6.3 e) and 

f), the discrepancy indices of the refinement determined by the weighted profile factor (Rw) and 

goodness of fit (GOF) are 5.55 % and 1.6 for 400CAS8.8, and 3.23 % and 1.12 for 400CAS12.5. 

In comparison with that of CA12.5, higher values of Rw and GOF for sample 8.8 can be due to 

the presence of 1.3 % weighted fraction of Cu1.8S which is marked as (*), along with 98.7% of 

Cu12Sb4S13, Figure 6.2 f). 

Moreover, the texture coefficient (TC) corresponding to the film growth is calculated using 

equation (16) proposed by G.B. Harris. The value of TC (hkl) greater than unity signifies crystal 

growth is oriented towards the (hkl) plane. 
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                                    TC(222) =  

𝐼(222)
𝐼𝑜(222)

⁄

1

𝑚 
∑

𝐼(ℎ𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑖)

𝐼𝑜(ℎ𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑖)

𝑚
𝑖=1

                                                 (16) 

 

where m defines the number of peaks, Ihkl: intensity of the peak defined by (hkl) in the diffraction 

pattern, and I0(hkl) is the corresponding intensity in the standard diffracted pattern. The texture 

coefficient TC (222) values determined for films 400CAS 12.5, 400CAS8.8, 400CAS4.7, and 

400CAS3.5 are respectively 1.03, 1.43, 1.23, and 1.17. A preferential orientation of (222) planes 

during the deposition is indicated by TC greater than 1. 
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Figure 6.3: Diffraction patterns of the thin films (a)deposited with varying S/(Cu + Sb) molar ratios 

(400 CAS12.5, 400CAS8.8, 400CAS4.7, 400CAS3.5) (b) as-deposited and vacuum annealed thin 

films using 100 ml solution CAS12.5 and 100400CAS12.5 c)  thin films 350 C CAS12.5 and 

CAS8.8 annealed at e) and (f)  Rietveld refinement of the 400 C annealed films  (400CAS12.5, 

400CAS8.8)(g) Raman spectra of 400 C annealed films (400 CAS12.5, 400CAS8.8, 400CAS4.7, 

400CAS3.5) h) Cu12Sb4S13 unit cell  i) samples photos of films deposited at different deposition 

conditions  . 
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The crystallite size was calculated using Scherrer equation (13) mentioned section 4.1. For the 

samples annealed at 400 °C, 400 CAS 12.5, 400CAS8.8, 400CAS4.7, and 400CAS3.5 samples are 

composed of crystallites of sizes of 33, 38, 37, and 36 nm respectively. The crystallite diameters 

of the in situ crystallized films deposited using 100 ml precursor solution (100 ml CAS 12.5 as 

prepared figure 6.3 c) was 35 nm.  

Raman spectra were used to analyze the chemical structure of annealed thin films. As 

shown in the figure 6.3 g, a strong vibrational mode can be observed at a frequency of 350 cm-1 in 

the case of films with a comparatively higher (S/Cu+Sb) ratio (CAS12.5 and CAS8.8) [193,194].  

The peak at 350 cm-1 in our experimental spectra can, however, be attributed to the formation of 

Cu12Sb4S13 with reference to the Rruff data (RRUFF ID: R070423) for the tetrahedrite mineral 

sample (Cu6(Cu6Zn2) Sb4S13). Also, in other reports of  Cu12Sb4S13 synthesized by electron beam 

evaporation and spin coating of copper-antimony mixed precursors in chlorobenzene,  , the peak 

at 350 cm-1 can be attributed to the vibrational mode that originates from Sb-S bond stretching 

[95,195].  

6.1 2 Precursor solution with  copper poor concentration   

From the diffraction pattern discussed in Figure 6.3, it was observed that the maximum 

molar ratio (S/Cu+Sb) required for the tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13) was 3.5 beyond the molar ratio 

the precursor precipitates uncontrollably. Considering the formation of polycrystalline thin films 

with sufficient thickness, and the structural changes detected in Figure 6.1 (Between 0.0014 and 

0.004M) and 6.2 (3.5 of S/(Cu+Sb), the thin films obtained with poor Cu, in Sb rich precursor, at 

Cu/Sb ratio 0.17. Interestingly the diffraction pattern given in Figure 6.4 confirms the chalcostibite 

(CuSbS2) phase of copper antimony sulfide. In as prepared sample deposited at 200 °C labelled as 

as prep, diffraction pattern shows in situ polycrystalline nature with peaks marked at 2θ =28.7, 

29.9, 30.3, 32.1, correspond to the (111) (410), (301) and (120), all the peaks match with standard 

the orthorhombic CuSbS2 (#441417) data. After posting thermal treatments at temperature 350 and 

400 °C (labelled as VA 350 and VA 400), shows enhanced crystallinity. After annealing respective 

peaks were dominated as marked at 2θ = 12.2, 19.1, 34.5, 35, 39.05, 40.2, 43.3, 47.8 and 49.7 ° 

corresponds to (200), (210), (400), (220), (320), (501), (221), (520) and (002) planes. There were 

no binary phases formed by Cu, Sb and S are detected. The crystallite size of the thin films was 
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calculated and the average crystallite size to be 35, 42 and 45 nm for as prepared, VA 350 and VA 

400 respectively.  

 

Figure 6.4 Diffraction pattern of CuSbS2 samples a) as prepared deposited at 200 °C (As prep), 

vacuum annealed samples b) annealed at 350 °C and c) annealed at 400 ° 
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6.2 Tetrahedrite Cu12Sb4S13 

6.2.1 Chemical composition 

Figure 6.5 presents the elemental composition as well as the EDAX mapping for the thin 

films of 400CAS 12.5 and 400CAS8.8. In both instances, the mapping reveals a uniform 

distribution of Cu, Sb, and S across the films. Table 13 provides the relative semi quantification 

of atomic percentages for the elements copper, antimony, and sulfur. From the table, the S/(Cu+Sb) 

ratio in the films is 0.7 for 400CAS12.5 and 0.8 for 400CAS8.8, both values are relatively close 

to the stoichiometric formula. According to the formula, the Cu/Sb ratio greater than one indicates 

the possibility of a copper-rich composition.  Figure 6.5 contains EDS spectra displaying Cu, Sb, 

and S signals, respectively. There was no sign of any additional elements, such as chlorine or 

nitrogen, that were present in the precursor solutions in the thin films and the elements were 

uniformly distributed.  

 

Figure 6.5: Elemental mapping of Cu, Sb and S in Cu12Sb4S13 thin films (a-c) 400CAS12.5 and 

(d-f) 400CAS 8.8 
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Table 13: Elemental composition in percentage present in the typical CAS12.5 and 400CAS 8.8 

thin films 

Sample Element  

S/(Cu+Sb) 

 

Cu/Sb 
Cu K Sb L S K 

400CAS12.5 35.2 23.1 41.7 0.7 1.5 

400CAS8.8 38.3 17.7 44 0.8 2.2 

 

XPS was used to investigate the compositional analysis Cu12Sb4S13 films, as well as the 

respective chemical states and depth-wise elemental composition. During the analysis the samples 

were kept for 18 hours in a parking chamber under vacuum of 1× 10-6 mbar. Ag 3d5/2 with FWHM 

0.9 eV using a silver foil kept inside the spectrometer was used for the calibration and linearity of 

the binding energy scale. A low electron energy flood gun was used for the charge compensation. 

A pass energy of 200 eV was used for survey spectra and 50 eV for high resolution spectra and 

both were spectra recorded   after one cycle of Ar+ etching to reduce the surface contamination on 

the sample.  

 Figure 6.6 a) is the survey spectra of the CAS12.5 and CAS8.8 thin films, both as prepared 

and annealed at 400 C. Only peaks of copper (2s, 2p, 3s, 3p), antimony (3p, 3d, 4d), and sulfur 

(2s, 2p) along with their Auger peaks are detected in the survey spectra.  After annealing, intensity 

of all the peaks improved. The peak fitting was accomplished with the use of the Gaussian-

Lorentzian sum function and the Shirley-type background calculations. 

High resolution Cu 2p core level spectra of 400CAS12.5 (Figure 6.6b) and 400CAS8.8 

(Figure 6.6c) are composed of spin-orbit doublets constituted of Cu 2p3/2 and Cu2p1/2 at 952.6  and 

932.8 eV and is separated by Δ E = 19.8 eV.  These binding energy values  can be assigned to Cu+ 

state  results that were previously reported [196,197]. Similarly, Sb core level spectra of the 

samples are shown in Figure 6.6 (d – e). The spin-orbit coupled 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 doublets constitute 

the Sb 3d peaks. Each of the doublets can be further fitted into separate peaks, as shown in the 

figure. In 400CAS12.5 contains 3d (3d3/2:3d5/2) doublet pairs with binding energies  (540.1 : 530.7 

eV), (538.7 ; 529.3 eV) and (537.8 : 528.4 eV), respective peaks for 400 CAS8.8 were marked at 

(539.9  ; 530.5 eV), (538.5 ; 529.1 eV) and (537.6 ; 528.2 eV) [191,198]. It is possible that these 

peaks can be formed by the presence of Sb5+, Sb3+, or Sb0 [96]. Core level spectra of antimony 
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based compounds are commonly reported the presence of Sb0 due to  sputter induced effect by  

Ar+ etching [170,177]. Also, at a B.E of 531.5 eV, oxygen peak was originated from adsorbed 

oxygen [199]  or hydroxyl group [200] on the surface of the film. The adsorbed oxygen was 

removed from the film as the etching process continues, as seen in the depth profile. According to 

the stoichiometry relation of Cu12Sb4S13 phase,  it is possible two oxidation states for Sb3d (Sb3+ 

and Sb5+ ) [96]. For sample 400CAS12.5, the S 2p peaks are fitted by two peaks corresponding to 

2 p3/2 (163.08 eV) and 2 p1/2 (161.88 eV) components respectively.  A doublet appears for sample 

400CAS8.8 at 162.98 and 161.78 eV, which correspond to S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2, respectively, with a 

separation of B.E 1.2 eV. These values are in correlation with  those of S-2 ionic state [201]. 

Therefore, the analysis of the results of high-resolution core level spectra formation of Cu12Sb4S13 

is confirmed as indicated by the chemical states of Cu+, Sb3+/Sb5+ and S2-.  Wang et al reported the 

tetrahedrite phase by spin coating possess dual ionic states of antimony (Sb5+/Sb3+) which preserve 

the charge neutrality[96]. While, Emden et al. reported the Cu12Sb4S13 nanocrystals by hot 

injection method possess dual ionic states of copper (Cu+/Cu2+) [202]. 
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Figure 6.6 a) The survey spectra of Cu12Sb4S13 thin films (CAS12.5, CAS8.8, 400 CAS12.5, 

400CAS8.8) (b, d, f) High-resolution spectra of Cu 2p, Sb 3d and S 2p core levels of 400CAS12.5 

(right column) and (c, e, g) High-resolution spectra of Cu 2p, Sb 3d and S 2p core levels of 

400CAS8.8 (left column)  
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Figure 6.7: (a, b) Depth profile of the Cu12Sb4S13 thin films; 400CAS12.5 and 400CAS8.8 (c, d) 

The calculated atomic compositions of 400CAS12.5 and 400CAS8.8. 

 

The depth profiles of 400CAS12.5 and 400CAS8.8, are shown in figures 6.7 b) and c), 

respectively. Cu, Sb, and S elements are present in the samples throughout thickness, from the 

surface to the substrate. Si peaks originated from the glass substrate.  The atomic compositions of 

the films, from the surface down to the substrate, are represented by c) and d) in figure 6.6, 

respectively. In the 400CAS12.5 sample, Figure 6.7 c) reveals that there is roughly 32 % copper, 

15% antimony, and 45% sulfur throughout the depth of the sample. As a result, the S/(Cu+Sb) 

ratio that was calculated to be 0.9 consistent with the EDAX measurements. In the case of 

400CAS8.8, as shown in Figure 6.7 d, identical proportion of copper and sulfur (40%) are found 

throughout the sample, however the proportion of antimony is 16%. In this instance, the 
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compositional ratio, written as S/(Cu+Sb), is 0.7 which is comparable with the respective EDAX 

results. 

6.2.2 Morphology  

The surface morphology of as prepared samples of CAS12.5 and CAS8.8 is given in Figure 6.8 

(a- d) as marked,  under different magnifications ( a and b for CAS 12.5; c and d for CAS 8.8).  A 

uniform distribution of compact spherical grains can be seen. Figure 6.9 (a) and Figure 6.9 (b), 

respectively, display the surface morphologies of 400CAS12.5 and 400CAS8.8.  In the figure, 

400CAS12.5 sample has roughly spherical grains that are scattered evenly throughout the surface, 

leading to improved carrier transport. As seen in the figure, the surface of 400CAS8.8 (the film 

composition that is high in copper) is composed of spherical grains that are interwoven to form 

flower-like structures that have concave centers. These grains are uniformly distributed across the 

surface. 

 

Figure 6.8 SEM images of as prepared (a-b) CAS12.5 and (c-d) CAS8.8 
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Figure 6.9:  SEM images of Cu12Sb4S13 films thin films a) 400CAS12.5 b) 400CAS8.8 

6.2.3  Optical properties  

 

Figure 6.10 a) Transmittance and reflectance spectra of Cu12Sb4S13 thin films (400CAS12.5 and 

400CAS8.8) b) Absorbance vs wavelength spectra (CAS12.5 and CAS8.8) along with Tauc plots 

as inset. 
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The transmittance (T%) and reflectance (R%) spectra of Cu12Sb4S13 thin films 

(400CAS12.5 and 400CAS8.8) were measured in the wavelength range of 400-2500 nm to 

determine the optical characteristics of the films shown in Figure 6.10. The corresponding 

absorption spectra are depicted in Figure 6.10 (b). As can be seen in the Figure, the absorption 

edge moves from the region around 700 nm to the NIR region around 850 nm as increase in the 

Cu/Sb ratio in the films. By applying equation (15) (section 4.5) to the T and R spectra of the 

samples, the absorption coefficient of the samples may be determined.  

The optical band gap values of the films are calculated using the Tauc plots (Figure 6.10, 

inset), and the values are 1.44 and 1.38 eV respectively for CAS12.5 and 400CAS8.8. These results 

are in accordance with the data that are reported for tetrahedrite Cu12Sb4S13 thin films. The optical 

band gap of the films that were formed by sulfurization through RF magnetron sputtered metal 

precursors or spin coating using hydrazine solutions was measured to be 1.47 eV [90,202]. It was 

reported that the electron beams evaporated films had a value of 1.8 eV higher than the other films.  

According to the observations of the diffraction pattern, the higher crystallinity of the copper-rich 

film’s theoretical simulation of density of states and band diagram, it was observed that presence 

of Cu and Sb 3d orbitals are heavily occupied in the band edges contributes to low band gap value 

compared to other phases of copper antimony sulfide structure. 

6.2.4.  Electrical properties 

The electrical conductivity, carrier concentration, and charge carrier mobility of the polycrystalline 

Cu12Sb4S13 thin films (CAS12.5100 ml, 400CAS12.5100 ml, 400CAS8.8) from Hall effect 

experiments were performed and the results are shown in Table 14. From the Table, the carrier 

concentrations for 400CAS12.5 films is in the order of 1018 cm-3, which reveals that these films 

have a semiconducting behavior with electrical conductivity in the range of 1-3 ( Ωcm )-1 The fact 

that the carrier concentration of sample 400CAS8.8 is one order greater (1019 cm-3) and,  

conductivity ( 12.5 Ωcm )-1 of 400CAS8.8 to show semi-metallic nature. In binary and ternary 

copper chalcogenides, copper vacancies, in general, are responsible for the  presence of shallow 

acceptor defects [81,203,204]. Additionally, the presence of Cu2S which is p-type, even though 

extremely minimal amount,  in copper-rich films can also result in increased electrical conductivity 

[205–208]. 
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Table 14: Hall effect measurements of Cu12Sb4S13 thin films deposited at various conditions.  

 

Sample Carrier concentration 

(cm-3) ×1018 

Mobility 

(cm2/V. 

s) 

Conductivity 

(Ωcm)-1 

CAS12.5100 ml 1.3 4.2 1 

350 CAS12.5100 ml 3.9 4.7 2.9 

400CAS12.5100 ml 6.6 5.7 5.8 

400 CAS8.8 16.3 4.3 12.1 

 

Further, the photocurrent response carried out on thin films with CAS12.5100ml 

employing a tungsten halogen light of 50 W is shown in Figure 6.11.  A bias voltage of 0.5 V was 

supplied, and the current was measured while the light source was cycled ON and OFF for ten 

cycles, in the dark for 60 sec, in the light for 20 sec, and in the dark for 100 seconds. Because of 

their persistent photo conducting nature, a longer time period of 60 -100 seconds was given under 

dark after switching off the illumination in order to check the electrical stability in the dark and its 

decay to the initial value at the OFF stage. Figure 6.11 depicts the photo responses of CAS12.5100 

ml and 400CAS12.5100 ml, both of which have been determined to be polycrystalline by XRD 

(Figure 6.3). In both instances, the photo response current for 10 cycles indicates a behavior that 

is consistent and stable throughout.   

In addition, photocurrent response studies were carried out utilizing LEDs of various wavelengths, 

ranging from UV (400 nm) through Vis (blue-465 nm, green-520 nm, and red-620 nm), and NIR 

(740 nm) spectrum. The films have a photocurrent response that is similar for all wavelengths (UV, 

VIS, and NIR) and for NIR even higher magnitude. Equation (17) (section 5.5) is used to determine 

the photosensitivity of the samples, which quantifies the conversion of light into an electrical signal 

and, thus, the photodetection property mentioned in section 5.5. 
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Figure 6.11: a) Photo response of polycrystalline Cu12Sb4S13 thin films (100ml CAS12.5, 100ml 

350CAS12.5 and 100ml  400CAS12.5) 

The sensitivity values of 100 ml CAS12.5 and 100 ml 400CAS12.5100 were 133% 

respectively. In addition, the rise and decay times   were calculated for 100 ml CAS12.5and the 

100ml 400 CAS12.5 from Figure 6.11a. The rise/decay time value as 1.1 seconds and 0.7 seconds, 

respectively the samples undergo a post-thermal treatment, which results in an improvement in the 

photocurrent rise time due to charge carrier movement.  However, decay time for CAS12.5 is more 

than 50 seconds as seen in the figure. This may be, explained by the presence of deep trap states 

caused by intrinsic defects, as described in transition metal-based compounds [7,40] The deep 

acceptor trap states (antimony vacancies, copper interstitials) which have low formation energy 

were highly thermal stable, they can act as centers of charge compensators in the thin films. The 

photostability of the thin films is demonstrated by the cyclic measurements that are shown in 

Figure 6.11 b) and c),   

 The photodetection sensitivity for various wavelengths using LEDs, as follows: Figure 

6.11 d), e), and f) demonstrates photo response of 100 ml CAS12.5, 100 ml 350CAS12.5, and 100 

ml 400CAS12.5, respectively, under illumination using 30 W LEDs with varied wavelengths that 

ranged from ultraviolet (400 nm) to near infrared (740 nm), as indicated in the figure. It can be 

seen from the plots that the semiconducting curves show essentially wavelength independent 

photodetection, particularly in the visible area of the spectrum. The fundamental absorption edge 

of the sample is located at 880 nm, which correlates with the region of enhanced photocurrent in 
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the red/NIR spectrum. In section 6.4 discuss the optical properties while the band gap is calculated 

as 1.45 eV, which means the absorption edges lies around 880 nm. This can be the reason for the 

enhanced absorption at red/NIR region.  Therefore, the semiconducting Cu12Sb4S13 thin films can 

function as a single photodetector for a wide range of wavelengths, from the visible to the near 

infrared.   

The following section discusses the composition analysis and photophysical properties 

chalcostibite CuSbS2 phase.  

 

6.3 Chalcostibite CuSbS2 

6.3.1  Composition 

The EDS mapping and spectrum were employed for the elemental compositional analysis of the 

as prepared (As prep ) and vacuum annealed (VA 350) samples. Figure 6.12 (a – c) shows the EDS 

mapping of the as prepared sample together, Figure 6. 12 (e-f) shows the mapping of vacuum 

annealed sample. EDS mapping shows a uniform elemental distribution throughout the samples.   

There could observe a reduction in the atomic concentration which could be  attributed from the 

diffusion of elements or recrystallization in the sample from the sample during annealing. The 

atomic concentration and then Cu/Sb ratio from the EDS spectra are tabulated as shown in Table 

15. Both atomic concentration and Cu/Sb ratio confirm the near stoichiometry of the CuSbS2 thin 

films. Absence of  signals from the residues such as chlorine or nitrogen which were present in the 

precursor solution , confirms the phase purity of the sample. 

 

Table 15 Atomic concentration of as prepared (As prep) and vacuum annealed sample (VA350) 

Sample Element  

Cu/Sb 
Cu K Sb L S K 

As prep 31.4 29 39.6 1.08 

VA 350 28.8 27.5 43.7 1.04 
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Figure 6.12 EDS mapping of Cu, Sb and S from  (a-c)  as prepared sample (As prep) and (d-f) 

vacuum annealed sample (VA 350) 

 

Using XPS relative chemical states as well as  depth-wise elemental composition, were 

investigated. The survey spectra and high-resolution spectra and were both recorded after one 

cycle of Ar+ etching. Figure 6.13 a) reveals the survey spectra of CuSbS2 as prep and vacuum 

annealed sample (VA 350). All the procedures for calibration and data acquisition were followed 

as per section 6.2. 

Cu 2p core level spectra of as prep (Figure 6.13b) and VA 350 (Figure 6.13e) are composed 

of spin-orbit doublets constituted by Cu 2p3/2 and Cu2p1/2 at 953.6 eV and 933.8 eV,  separated by 

Δ E = 19.8 eV.  The presence of Cu+ can be determined from the peak B.Es of the core level Cu 

2p spectra, and the values  were consistent with  previously reports[204].  Sb core level spectra of 

the samples are shown in Figure 6.13 (c - f). Sb 3d peaks are constituted of spin-orbit coupled 3d5/2 

and 3d3/2 doublets. The peaks of 3d3/2 can be deconvoluted into two peaks: Sb3+ (537.9 eV), and 

Sb0 (536.9 eV).  The 3d5/2 peak is fitted into two distinguish peaks which are Sb3+ (528.5 eV) and 

Sb0 (527.5 eV), with a binding energy separation of ΔE = 9.4 eV, respectively[209]. Sputter 

induced effect by Ar+ etching contributes to reduce Sb3+ to Sb0 peak[177]. S 2p peaks are peak 
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fitted  into the 2 p3/2 (163.08 eV) and 2 p1/2 (161.88 eV) components with doublet appears for 

sample as prep and VA 350 samples at 162.98 and 161.78 eV, which correspond to 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, 

respectively with  E  of 1.2 eV[210–212]. The binding energies for Cu+1, Sb3+ and S2- ions for  

CuSbS2 thin films were consistent with reports[201,213,214]. Figure 6.13 (h-i) shows the depth 

profile indicating the presence of elements distributed throughout the sample from surface to 

substrate.  
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Figure 6.13.  a) The survey spectra of CuSbS2 thin films (As prep and VA 350), (b, c, d) High-

resolution spectra of Cu 2p, Sb 3d and S 2p core levels of as prep (right column) and (e, f, g) High-

resolution spectra of Cu 2p, Sb 3d and S 2p core levels of VA350. (h - i) depth profile and atomic 

percentage of the Cu 2p, Sb 3d and S 2s.   

6.3.2 Morphology 

The surface morphologies of as prepared (as prep) and vacuum annealed (VA 350) samples 

captured using FESEM are shown in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.14 (a) and (b) shows the as prepared 

sample at two different magnifications. A uniform and homogenous distribution of nano sized 

spherical particle can be observed on the surface. The micrographs reveal  crack and pinhole free 

surfaces in the samples. Similar structure with uniform nanosized grains compactly distributed on 

the surface were reported [215,216]. For annealed sample,  a compact and larger interconnected 

spherical grain on the surfaces was observed, as shown in figure 6.14 (c) and (d) (two 

magnifications). This might could be attributed to the grain coarsening or Ostwald ripening 

reported in spin coating and spray pyrolysis deposited thin films [217–219]. During the annealing,  

larger crystallites growth were improved with expense of smaller crystallites leading to the densely 

packed structures. This  observation was confirmed  in the diffraction pattern (Section 6.1 Figure 

6.4). Thermal treatments could provide sufficient energies to atoms to migrates easily among 

themselves which can improve the electrical properties of the thin film.  
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Figure 6.14 Surface morphologies of  (a – b) as prepared sample, (c – d) Vacuum annealed 

samples (VA 350) 

6.3.3 Optical properties  

Figure 6.15 a) and b) displays transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) spectra along with 

Tauc plots CuSbS2 thin films; In Figure 6.15 a) shows 70 % transmittance around visible spectra 

where annealed sample shows lower transmittance due to compensating reflection in the non-

absorbing region (900-2500). The interference peaks in T and R spectra indicate specularly 

reflective homogeneous thin film quality.  The optical band gap of the materials labelled : As prep, 

vacuum annealed samples (VA 350 and VA 400) calculated was 1.54, 1.52 and 1.51 eV 

respectively. Optical band gap evaluated from the (αhυ)2 vs hυ (Tauc plot) signifies the direct 

electron transition yielding high absorption coefficient and hence high electron-hole generation 

rate. Such materials are suitable candidates for the photovoltaic as well as photodetectors 

[82,104,220] .  The previous reports discussed the deposition  temperature dependent band gap 

which varied from  1.8 – 1.2 eV CuSbS2 thin films [84,221,222]. The temperature dependence on 

band gap can be correlated to the increase in crystallinity of the films as the substrate temperature 
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increases. Due to the presence of flat band in conduction band minimum indirect transition from 

valence band to conduction band is also predicted[84,85,223]  

 

 

Figure 6.15 Optical properties of CuSbS2 thin films; a) Transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) Vs. 

wavelength of as prepared samples and vacuum annealed samples (at 350 (VA350) and 400 

(VA400) °C). Tauc plot calculating the optical band gap of As prep, VA 350 and VA400 

 

6.3.4. Electrical properties  

The electrical properties of as prepared and vacuum annealed samples of CuSbS2 thin films 

measured based on Hall effect measurement are given in Table 16. As prepared sample shows 

lower carrier concentration compared to the vacuum annealed ones. Annealed samples VA 350 

and VA 400 show higher mobility which can be attributed to the improved crystallinity of the 

samples. Copper vacancies have significant influence in the conductivity of copper chalcogenides 

and these shallow defects are the origin of intrinsic p type conductivity in such semiconductors. 

Copper vacancies (VCu) have the lowest formation energy among the other acceptor defects such 

as antimony vacancies, copper on antimony interstitials etc. VCu have the  acceptor defect where 

the energy state can easily ionized and generate hole carriers under room temperature and hence 

so the conductivity of the determined by VCu[104].   In the recent reports, electrical properties of 

the spray deposited CuSbS2 thin films were varied mainly due to the substrate temperature, 

annealing temperature and thickness. The carrier concentration was the common factor which 

enhance and limits the electrical properties of  films[84,85,223]. 
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Table 16  Hall effect measurements of the CuSbS2 samples.  

Sample Carrier 

concentration (cm-3) 

×1017 

Mobility 

(cm2/V. s) 

Conductivity 

(Ωcm)-1 

As prep 2.5 5.7 0.8 

VA 350  5.2 8.1 4.4 

VA 400 5.8 8.8 5.1 

 

The photo response curves of CuSbS2 thin films recorded using 50 W tungsten halogen lamp with 

bias voltage of 1V are given. The current was recorded under illumination (10 s) and dark (10 s) 

(ON-OFF) conditions.  

 

Figure 6.16 Photo response of CuSbS2 samples a) as prepared, vacuum annealed samples b) 350 

°C and c) 400 °C.  

Figure 6.16) shows the photoresponse of as prepared sample deposited at 200 °C, vacuum 

annealed at 350 and 400 °C. Both dark and illuminated currents increase by one order with 
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annealing temperature, results were consistent with the Hall effect measurements. The higher 

current values may be due to improvement in crystallinity and hence improve carrier transport 

properties. From the photoresponse curves, the as prepared sample’s rise time was calculated; 0.9 

sec and for vacuum annealed sample the values decreased to 0.6 (VA 350) and 0.5 sec (VA 400). 

Copper chalcogenide photodetector reports antistes inversion defect (CuSb) restrain the photo 

response and controlled by the preferential crystal growth or isoelectronic dopants to the films 

[224]. In this study, with post-thermal treatment, photo response is enhanced compared to the as 

prepared thin films and other reports with low photoconductivity[143,216].  Solution based 

solution techniques like spin coating and chemical bath deposited CuSbS2 thin films were obtained 

conductivity 0.8 – 2.4 (Ωcm)-1 and the carrier concentration of 1016 – 1018 (cm-3). A variation on 

the carrier concentration, mobility and conductivity were improved on annealing temperature and 

exposure time [225,226].  

By correlating the analysis of the thin films formed  using a given volume of precursor by 

varying Cu/Sb ratios in the precursor for a fixed S concentration (varying Cu for a given Sb and 

S: varying Cu and Sb simultaneously (S/(Cu+Sb));  very low Cu  concentration for the maximum 

Sb and S) ,  it is observed two different phases of copper antimony sulfide is formed.   Thus, a 

selective synthesis of tetrahedrite and chalcostibite phases is achieved using ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis. It was estimated that the reaction temperature and cation molar ratio determined the 

growth of phases. In this study, during the deposition,  variation of S/Cu+Sb molar ratio determines 

the phase control. The change in molar ratio shifts the equilibrium conditions of phases favoring 

the formation of different phases. At the same time surface energy under nucleation influences the 

mobility of atoms, led the CuSbS2 phase formation [214,227]. In the study samples annealed at 

350 °C were chosen to fabricate the solar cell considering low temperature manufacture of ALL 

SPRAY COTAED photovoltaic devices.  So, the next chapter includes the investigation of solar 

cell devices with structures: all spray pyrolyzed 1) ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ (Sb2S3)   2) ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ 

(Cu12Sb4S13, 3) ZnO/Zn (O, S) / CuSbS2) layers 

From the analysis of electrical and optical properties of Cu12Sb4S13 and CuSbS2 thin films 

by ultrasonic spray, it is evident that the thin films can be incorporated to fabricate solar cells.  
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Chapter 7 

All-Spray Pyrolysis coated photovoltaic and photodetector Devices using Cu12Sb4S13 and 

CuSbS2 thin films 

In this chapter, characteristics of photovoltaic and photodetector devices using Cu12Sb4S13 

or CuSbS2 as absorber layer and with ZnO and Zn (O, S) as window layers are explained. 

Photodetectors and PV devices were fabricated by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. The major focus is 

to explore Cu12Sb4S13 for device applications, which is not explored so far in literature. The device 

configurations are as follows; spray pyrolyzed ZnO and Zn (O, S) as window layers deposited over 

on commercially available FTO:   FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Sb2S3 , FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Cu12Sb4S13, 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ CuSbS2. The solar cell parameters are evaluated from the respective J-V 

characteristics. Also, the performance of heterojunctions (Zn (O, S)/Sb2S3, Zn (O, S)/Cu12Sb4S13, 

Zn(O, S)/CuSbS2) as self-driven photodiodes are evaluated.  

 

7.1 FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Sb2S3 

Figure 7.1 a) shows the solar cell structure: FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Sb2S3/C/Ag configuration.  

Figure 7.1 shows the schematic representation with a) J-V characteristics of the device in the dark 

and illumination. The device is illuminated by the solar irradiance filtered by AM 1.5G and the Ag 

electrode is painted from front (absorber layer) and back contact (FTO) of the devices. J-V 

measurements of solar device under dark and illumination   from the curve, the photovoltaic 

properties of the device are calculated. The results reveal that the device yields an open circuit 

voltage (Voc) of 0.382 V and a short circuit current density (Jsc) of 1.3 mA/cm2, and power 

conversion efficiency () of 0.15 %. Single p-n junction Sb2S3 solar cells were reported with low 

open circuit voltage and short circuit current density due to the intrinsic trap states act as 

recombination centers for the photogenerated charge carriers[228]. Hall effect measurement 

showed the low carrier concentration and low mobility for electron causing poor charge carrier 

transport and hence very low power conversion efficiency. The structural defects present in the 

antimony-based chalcogenides were reported to have recombination centers for the charge carriers 

led to inefficient charge separation. Together, large interface surface from the deposition 

techniques like (spin coating, chemical bath deposition etc.) results in porous p-n junction were 

prone to the higher interface recombination thereby the open circuit voltage diminishes[229–231]. 
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Using spray pyrolysis Sb2S3  thin films possess high thermal stability and obtained higher open 

circuit voltage compared with above reports [232,233]. With insight to improve the cell 

performance, copper incorporated Sb2S3 thin films were fabricated for the photovoltaic 

application. 

 Figure 7.1 b) shows the zero biased photodetection behavior of the heterojunction under 

illumination using 50 W halogen lamp. The photocurrent recorded for 10 s under ON/OFF 

conditions (samples kept dark and illuminated for 10 sec each). The sensitivity (equation 17) and 

responsivity(R) of the photodetector is calculated using the equation (18)                              

                             𝑅 =  
𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡− 𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘

𝐴.𝑃
                                              (18) 

 Ilight and Idark define photogenerated current under illumination and dark current respectively while 

R denotes the responsivity, A denotes effective area and P signifies the illumination density. The 

photosensitivity and responsivity of FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Sb2S3 are calculated as 123 % and 6.24 

× 10-5 mAW-1. The calculated rise/decay time record as 1.1/1.3 seconds, where delayed time was 

observed in Sb2S3 solar cells compared to other antimony-based chalcogenides photodetectors. 

The device shows a cyclic photocurrent stability over 8 cycles confirming the stability of 

photodetector. 
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Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of cell configuration illuminated using solar irradiance with 

AM 1.5G a) shows the J-V characteristics of FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Sb2S3 heterojunction under 

illumination and dark. b) Photodetector measurements of the cell illuminated by 50 W halogen 

lamp illustrated using schematic representation.  

7.2. FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ p-Cu12Sb4S13   

 From the electrical properties analysis, CAS12.5 possessed semiconducting nature 

whereas CAS8.8 showed metallic nature. Considering lower temperature for the device 

processing, phase pure samples formed by annealing at 350 °C CAS12.5 (350CAS12.5) and 

CAS8.8 (350CAS8.8) were incorporated to form heterojunction PV structure of FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, 

S)/ p-Cu12Sb4S13 as marked in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.2 a) shows J-V characteristics of FTO/ZnO/Zn 

(O, S)/350CAS12.5 heterojunction under dark and illumination. Under illumination, it results in 
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450 mV Voc, 8.1 mA/cm2 Jsc and FF (fill factor) 30 %,  yielding 1.1% power conversion efficiency. 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/350CAS8.8 PV measurements absorber layer which is higher conductivity 

improves the short circuit current density to 15.4 mA/cm2, even though the FF value is very low. 

Figure 7.2 c) shows the photodetection properties of the heterojunctions without applying 

any external bias. In the figure, cyclic photo response is recorded for 10 sec each under illumination 

ON/OFF conditions. The photoresponse reveals a steady photocurrent throughout the 

measurements. The rise time and decay time were measured as 0.78 and 0.8 s respectively, faster 

response compared to that of Sb2S3 based photodetector. The sensitivity and responsivity of the 

samples are calculated using the equation (17 & 18). FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ 350CAS 12.5 shows 

130 % and 4.52 × 10-3 mAW-1 while semi metallic absorber layer with device configuration FTO/ 

ZnO/Zn(O, S)/ 350CAS 8.8 shows 136 % and 2.32 × 10-3 mAW-1
 sensitivity and responsivity 

respectively. This thesis reports the highest open circuit voltage using Cu12Sb4S13, absorber layer, 

Wang et al. reported lower Voc and Jsc (0.03 V and 7 mA/cm2) due to the lower charge rectification 

arise from the improper band alignment and severe recombination[96]. Tamilselvan et al reported 

Cu12Sb4S13 phase as hole transport layer for perovskite solar cell where better conduction band 

alignments to the MAPbI3 layer caused improved charge collection at electrodes resulting a power 

conversion efficiency of 6.5%[98]. The zero-bias voltage photodetection obtained here confirms 

the presence of an electric field of sufficiently large in strength which can separate charge carriers 

generated in the depletion region. Copper incorporated devices show better photodetector 

parameters compared to antimony-based binary chalcogenides which can be attributed to the 

structural and electronic rearrangement due to the incorporation transition metal into lattice.  
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Figure 7.2 a) and b) the J-V characteristics of FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Cu12Sb4S13 devices. c) 

Photoresponse of FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Cu12Sb4S13 devices illuminated under 50 W halogen lamp. 

7.3. FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ CuSbS2  

Further, the J-V characteristics of   ALL-SPRAYED PV structure using copper antimony sulfide 

thin films (VA350) as absorber (FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ CuSbS2) at dark and illuminated conditions 

are given in Figure 7.3.  The measured PV parameters were Voc: 403 mV; Jsc : 2.5 mA/cm2;  FF : 

32 % and power conversion efficiency of 0.32 %. Compared to the tetrahedrite phase, there could 

be observed a drop in open circuit voltage and steep decrease in the short circuit current. But 

compared to stibnite phase copper incorporation provides better open circuit voltage and fill factor 

which was evident for potential pv application.  The major reason for the fall in Voc could be 

attributed to the series resistance and conduction band offset, while the drop in short circuit current 

can be attributed to the low carrier concentration followed by either high density deep acceptor 

defects or interface recombination. The noticeable recorded efficiency in the recent past decade 

investigation so mentioned as follows. Septine et al. reported electrochemical deposition of 

glass/Mo/CuSbS2/CdS/ZnO:Al inverted configuration produces Voc : 0.490 (v) ; Jsc :14.73 
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(mA/cm2) ; FF : 44% and  power conversion efficiency of 3.13 % [115]. In this report, the variation 

of thickness in absorber layer improved the power conversion efficiency and annealing 

temperature enhanced the short circuit current. Banu et al. reported spin coating deposition of 

glass/Mo/CuSbS2/CdS/i-ZnO/n-ZnO/Al configuration produces Voc: 0.470 (v); Jsc :15.73 

(mA/cm2); FF: 43.56% and power conversion efficiency of 3.22 %. The improved band alignment 

using the collecting electrode by transparent conductive oxide layer and intrinsic layer enhanced 

the charge separation thereby better charge collection was achieved [234]. Recent report states the 

chalcostibite phase (CuSbS2) showed excellent hole mobility and ideal  energy band gap [213,227]. 

Mainly the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of chalcostibite phases is suggested to 

have a better alignment to the HOMO of active perovskite absorber layers. This leads to the better 

charge transport and hence improved diffusion length as expected [98].  

The photodetection performance of the photodiode is given in Figure 7.3 b). The rise time 

and decay time of the photodetector under illumination is calculated as 0.54 and 0.61 sec 

respectively. The photosensitivity and responsivity of the detector is given as 166 % and 8.4 × 10-

2 mAW-1.  
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Figure 7.3 Schematic representation of FTO/ ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ CuSbS2 (VA350) solar cell for J-V 

measurements under dark and illuminated using solar spectral irradiance using AM1.5 G.  
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Table 17 Summary of the photovoltaic parameters of the devices fabricated as part of this thesis.  

 

 

Copper antimony sulfide absorber layers were explored as photovoltaic material due to 

their high optical absorption coefficient, suitable band gap and high hole carrier concentration with 

intrinsic p-type conductivity. Difference in electronegativity and atomic size between chalcogen 

and transition metal results in strong hybridization especially in p and d orbitals. Especially 3d 

orbitals of copper influence the band structure which influence in the band gap, and alignment and 

degeneracy in the band edges. These factors influence the optoelectronic properties of the 

compounds and the incorporation of Copper into Sb2S3 thin films can enhance the PV performance. 

Tetrahedrite phase (Cu12Sb4S13) incorporated PV structure was barely reported in a single p-n 

junction. Wang et, al reported spin coated thin film produces low Voc due to the inhomogeneity 

during the deposition led to the recombination centers and mismatch in the band alignments. 

Together presence of deep defects introducing s trap  and hence the reduced photo response as 

reported [96]. During the PV measurements of chalcostibite phase shortfall was mainly in the short 

circuit current measurements[141,214,235,236]. The low Jsc was measured for the devices 

irrespective of deposition techniques. Onset absorption of CdS window where band line ups (cliff 

shape) on the p- junction due  to high recombination and lowered Voc[80]. Replacement of CdS 

Device structure Voc Jsc FF Efficiency 

(%) 

Sensitivity 

(%) 

Responsivity 

(mAW-1) 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Sb2S3 0.382 1.3 32 0.15 123 6.24 × 10-5 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/Cu12Sb4S13 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S) 

/350CAS12.5 

0.450 8.1 28 1.1 130 4.52 × 10-3 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S) 

/350CAS8.8 

0.427 15.4 26 1.6 136 2.32 × 10-3 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/CuSbS2 

FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S) / 350 

VA 

0.403 2.5 32 0.32 166 8.4 × 10-2 
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with ZnO, ZnSe and ZnTe were evaluated, none of those reports reach efficiency higher than 3.2% 

[234] deposited using expensive hybrid ink technique. Future investigation is required for the 

improvement of PV devices based on copper antimony chalcogenides.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

The present thesis achieved to develop ALL spray pyrolyzed photovoltaic structures and 

photodetectors using low toxic and earth abundant materials-based window and absorber layers.  

Sequential deposition of window layers (ZnO / Zn (O, S) and absorber films (Cu12Sb4S13 or 

CuSbS2) were accomplished by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis by which uniformity and homogeneity 

of layers were ensured. The effect of deposition parameters, annealing temperature time, and molar 

ratio of the precursor solution were varied for the fabrication of thin films. This thesis is the first 

report on ALL SPRAY COATED device -based on  copper chalcogenides.  

The key findings of my thesis work are: 

▪ Highly oriented hexagonal structured ZnO thin films with direct wide band gap of 3.2 eV 

value and resistivity of 1.5 ×10-3 Ωcm-1, the lowest reported so far, thin films were 

deposited. Elemental compositional analysis confirmed the uniform elemental distribution 

and atomic percentage throughout the samples. The theoretical simulation of ZnO unit cells 

on density of states and energy band diagram confirmed a  wide direct band gap of 3.2 eV. 

From the stimulation, it was observed that the transition between band edges were mainly 

governed by the O 2p and Zn 3d orbitals.  

▪   By incorporating S source in ZnO precursor solution, Zn (O, S) thin film was deposited, 

anion substitution for application as window layers. 

▪ The theoretical simulation on density of states and band diagram revealed the influence of 

S 2p in the band edges which narrows the band gap and the influence of 2 p orbitals of O 

and S.  

▪ Transparent conductive oxide/Oxysulfide layers (ZnO and Zn (O, S)) were spray deposited. 

Both layers were stable and exhibit excellent adhesion to the substrates. 

▪ Orthorhombic Sb2S3 thin films were in situ grown using Sb/S precursor solutions without 

utilizing any complexing agent. Thin films were fabricated at different substrate 

temperatures and subjected to vacuum annealing resulting in better. Thin films with 1.6 eV 

direct optical band gap and absorption coefficient >104 cm-1 together with photoconductive 

nature for optoelectronic devices  
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▪ Simulated density of states and band diagram of orthorhombic Sb2S3 unit cell revealed a 

direct band gap of 1.6 eV, in correlation with the experimental results. The band edges 

were highly constituted by the Sb 3d and S 2p orbitals. Phonon spectra could be able to 

identify 8 IR modes and 10 Raman modes correspond to symmetric and asymmetric 

vibrational modes of Sb-S bonds. 

▪ Sb2S3 thin films were incorporated into photovoltaic device with ZnO/Zn (O, S) transparent 

conductive oxide layer, with configuration: FTO / ZnO/Zn (O, S) / Sb2S3. The device 

measured a  0.382 Vov, Jsc: 1.3 mA/cm2 and Fill factor: 32 %, results in the power 

conversion efficiency of 0.15 %. The device was incorporated for photoconductive studies 

which measured the sensitivity and responsivity values. 

▪  Selective synthesis of Tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13) and Chalcostibite (CuSbS2) phases were 

achieved by the choice of copper rich and antimony rich precursor solutions.  

▪ The tetrahedrite phase of copper antimony sulfide thin films had cubic crystal structure 

with good surface coverage of spherical morphology. The optical properties displayed a 

direct band gap of 1.4 eV direct band gap.  

▪ Electrical conductivity tuning of semiconducting and semi metallic nature of Cu12Sb4S13 

thin films was achieved. 

▪ Theoretical analysis of cubic Cu12Sb4S13 unit cell displayed the influence of copper and 

antimony 3d orbitals with chalcogen (S) 2p orbitals at the band edges could influence the 

optoelectronic properties of the compound. The optical spectra revealed the electron 

distribution and the nature of lattice interacting with electromagnetic radiation. The 

complex dielectric function plot revealed energy storing capability on applied electric field 

at visible spectrum as well as the absorptive nature of the structure.  

▪ Tetrahedrite phase pure thin films were incorporated to all spray pyrolyzed PV structure 

with configuration: FTO/ZnO/Zn (O, S)/ Cu12Sb4S13 yielding 0.427 Voc, Jsc: 15.4 mA/cm2 

and Fill factor: 28 %, recorded the highest efficiency ever reported with tetrahedrite phase 

of 1.6 %. The device operated as self-biased photodiodes with sensitivity in a wide range 

of wavelength UV-Vis-NIR, a relevant contribution to the development of self driven and 

sustainable sensors for Internet of Things.   
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▪ Polycrystalline chalcostibite CuSbS2 thin films of direct band gap of 1.6 eV uniformly 

deposited on glass substrate. The chemical states of thin films were confirmed using XPS 

analysis of elemental composition, chemical state, and depth profile composition analysis.  

▪ All spray pyrolyzed PV devices deposited using the configuration FTO / ZnO/Zn (O, S) / 

CuSbS2 shows 0.403 Voc, Jsc: 2.5 mA/cm2 and Fill factor: 32 % with efficiency of 0.32 %.  

▪ More investigation is required to optimize the device structure, thickness, morphology, 

annealing temperature etc. to obtain maximum efficiency. 

 

In general, this study shows synthesis and analysis of ZnO, Zn (O, S), Sb2S3, Cu12Sb4S13 and 

CuSbS2 thin films for PV applications.  The optoelectronic properties of  ZnO and Zn (O, S) reveal 

a wide band gap material with highly conductive window layers can be used as window layer 

replacing toxic CdS. Selective synthesis of different phases of copper antimony chalcogenides 

(Cu12Sb4S13 and CuSbS2) as solar cells absorber for sustainable energy production and detection. 

Overall, our analyses provide scope of these materials for fabrication of PV devices with earth 

abundant, less toxic and cost-effective materials and devices. Further investigation is essential to 

improve the material properties and hence the device’s performance. 
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ANNEXURE  

 

 

ANNEXURE   A         

 

Heterojunctions of Chemical bath deposited CdS and ultrasonic spray pyrolyzed 

Tetrahedrite copper antimony sulfide (Cu12Sb4S13) thin films for photovoltaic and self-

powered photodetector applications       

 

Abstract  

In situ growth of tetrahedrite Cu12Sb4S13 thin films deposited using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis on 

the variation of S/(Cu+Sb) molar ratio. X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy was employed 

to evaluate the phase formation. Optical properties displayed a direct band gap of 1.5 eV match 

the theoretical simulation on density of states and electronic band diagram on First principle 

calculations. Cu12Sb4S13 thin films deposited as a variation of S/(Cu+Sb) precursor ratio spans the 

electrical properties from semiconducting (p) to semi-metallic (p+) confirmed by electrochemical 

and hall effect measurements. The photo response and photodetection of Cu12Sb4S13 films 

deposited on CdS window layer was measured. The CdS layer was fabricated using chemical bath 

deposition. Wavelength sensitive and self driven photodiode for UV-Vis-NIR spectrum 

performance was measured. 
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Figure 1 Photovoltaic structures of different configurations using Cu12Sb4S13 thin films. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Zero biased photodetection and the respective cyclic measurements showing their 

photostability  under illumination using a halogen lamp. 
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Figure 3 .Self-driven (zero bias) photodiode using the Cu12Sb4S13 thin film deposited on CdS layer 

b) The photosensitivity value versus the color of LEDs ( UV (400nm), blue (465 nm), green (520 

nm), red (620 nm) and NIR (740 nm) 

  

 

Conclusions 

Phase pure tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13) thin films were deposited using single step ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis at low substrate temperature (200 ℃). Thin films with electrical properties spanning 

from semi metallic (p) to metallic (p+) nature was deposited . FTO/CdS/p-100mlCAS12.5, 

FTO/CdS/100mlCAS12.5/CAS8.8 and  FTO/CdS/p-Cu12Sb4S13/p+Cu12Sb4S13 configuration was 

fabricated for photovoltaic and photodetector application. The best recorded efficiency yielding 

the PCE = 1.4% corresponding to Voc= 0.273 V, Jsc = 16.3 mAcm-2, FF = 35%. PV device were 

analyzed for self driven photodiode in UV-Vis-NIR wavelength.  This work initiates the 

incorporation of single step deposition of Cu12Sb4S13 thin films for photovoltaic and 

photodetection application for sustainable energy conversion and detection.   
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